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Editor’s Preface
This issue features the first English translation of John Calvin’s 1537 Confessio de Trinate. The
significance of this work for Calvin’s (and Protestant orthodoxy’s) doctrine of the Trinity cannot
be underestimated. Having it now in English translation is of immense benefit to the church and
the academy. Our translator has provided a short introduction describing the historical context
surrounding the confession. He follows with a translation which is carefully annotated for the
benefit of the reader.
This translation is the latest in the work of NWTS to commission English versions of primary
documents from the Reformation and post-Reformation era so as to benefit the church and the
scholarly world. It is the second work of Calvin which we have had translated and printed in
English for the first time (see Calvin’s short 1542 commentary of the epistle of Jude
http://kerux.com/doc/2603A1.asp ). Our other efforts are collected in Reformed Confessions of
the 16th and 17th Centuries in English Translation, 1523-1693 (4 volumes).
Casey Carmichael is also the translator of The Doctrine of the Covenant and Testament of God
by Johannes Cocceius (1603-1669). That very important book is slated for release in January
2015. Casey is a Dr.Theol. candidate at the University of Geneva, Switzerland.
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Confession on the Trinity1
by John Calvin
Translated by Casey Carmichael
TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION

In 1537 Pierre Caroli, minister of Lausanne and early worker for reform in Geneva and the Swiss
canton Pays de Vaud, charged Guillame Farel, Pierre Viret, and John Calvin with Arianism.
Caroli complained that the Genevan Confession of Faith (1537),2 written by Farel and Calvin,
failed to articulate explicitly the creedal doctrine of the Trinity; it contained no formal exposition
of the Trinity. News of the accusation spread to Protestants throughout Switzerland and
Germany. In order to remove suspicion of Trinitarian heresy, the church held two synods in
Lausanne that year. At the first synod, after Viret demonstrated the Genevan ministers’
orthodoxy from their new catechism3 (which concisely taught the creedal doctrine without using
technical terms), Caroli dismissed it, demanding subscription to the three ecumenical creeds
(Apostles, Nicene, Athanasian). Calvin refused, delivering a speech that was later published as
the confession translated below. There Calvin showed the orthodoxy of the Genevan ministers on
the Trinity and incarnation. On the basis of this confession, Calvin, Viret, and Farel were
vindicated at the second synod, and Caroli was removed from office. Caroli became particularly
disturbed that, in the confession, Calvin espoused Christ’s aseity—that He has existed eternally
from Himself. Therefore, Caroli continued to attack Calvin for most of the next decade. After
Caroli disappeared from the scene, Calvin engaged in other disputes over the Trinity; but in these
he opposed antitrinitarians (such as Michael Servetus and Valentine Gentile).4
In the first paragraph of this 1537 confession, Calvin lays out his method: the confession draws
from Scripture alone and uses language that conveys Scripture’s substance. He displays
Trinitarian orthodoxy in the second paragraph and Christological orthodoxy in the third. He
affirms the terms trinitas and persona in the fourth paragraph. In the final paragraph, “On Christ,
1

I translate from John Calvin, Confessio de Trinitate Propter Calumnias P. Caroli [Confession on the Trinity on
account of the false accusations of Pierre Caroli] (1537), in Ioannis Calvini Opera Quae Supersunt Omnia, vol. 9,
eds., G. Baum, E. Cunitz, E. Reuss, in Corpus Reformatorum, vol. 37 (Bronsigiae: Schwetschke et Filium, 1870),
703-710.
2
Cf. “Geneva Confession (1536/37)”, in James T. Dennison, Jr., Reformed Confessions of the 16th and 17th
Centuries in English Translation (2008), 1:393-401 (hereafter RCET).
3
Cf. “Calvin’s Catechism (1537)”, ibid., 353-92.
4
For context I rely on the two extensive works on Calvin’s Trinitarianism: Brannon Ellis, Calvin, Classical
Trinitarianism, and the Aseity of the Son (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 37-45; Benjamin Warfield,
“Calvin’s Doctrine of the Trinity,” The Princeton Theological Review (1909): 563-601; cf., Arie Baars, “The
Trinity,” in The Calvin Handbook, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 245-57; Richard A.
Muller, Post-Reformation Reformed Dogmatics: The Rise and Development of Reformed Orthodoxy, ca. 1520 to ca.
1725, vol. 4: The Triunity of God (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 65-69. For antitrinitarianism in Geneva,
cf. “Confession of the Italian Church of Geneva (1558)” and “Lattanzio Ragnoni’s Formulario (1559)” in RCET
(2010), 2:111-16 and 161-80 respectively.
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Jehovah,” Calvin explains Christ’s aseity. Throughout this brief confession, Calvin demonstrates
the harmony of his Trinitarian theology with creedal Christianity.
TRANSLATION

When considering the majesty of God, the human mind by itself is entirely blind and cannot do
anything else than envelop itself in innumerable errors, involve itself in trifles, and finally plunge
itself in deepest darkness, if it tries to imagine God according to the weakness of its own
capacity. We are confident that we will consider God’s majesty with the peace and favor of all
blessings, if we do not seek God in any place but His Word, do not think anything about Him
without His Word, and do not say anything about Him that is not according to His Word. But if
this sobriety and reverence is commended with familiar speech, with which many are
accustomed to ramble without forethought, when some person undertakes to publish a public
confession of his faith about this matter, not enough careful attention can be given, in both
conceiving the ideas and considering the choice of words, so that nothing may be discovered in it
besides the very truth itself of Scripture, reverently expressed in carefully chosen, solemn words.
Therefore let no one be angry at us, if we arrange the confession, which we want to be approved
by all godly people, in such a way that it is not patched together from various opinions of men
but is carefully made to conform with the proper standard—Scripture. For what the apostle set
forth ought to come to mind: faith comes by hearing, and hearing through God’s Word. 5 Now if
the confession of religion is nothing else than solemn affirmation of the faith mentally grasped, it
must be derived from the pure source of Scripture, so that it may be firm and sound. But at any
rate, we do not accept a confession that has been composed superstitiously and devised from
words of Scripture only. Rather, we assert that it must be written in words that have the sense
defined in the truth of Scripture, that have as little harshness as possible by which godly ears
could be offended, and that do not ascribe anything to God unworthy of His majesty. Because we
have devoted ourselves to hold to that method, we do not doubt that our devotion will be
approved by all good and sensible men.
We believe and worship the one God whom Scripture proclaims to us. We also conceive Him as
He is described to us there, namely of eternal, infinite, and spiritual essence, who alone has the
power to subsist in Himself and from Himself, and who bestows it on all creatures. We reject the
Anthropomorphites with their corporeal God and the Manicheans with their two gods.6 Instead,
we acknowledge, in the one essence of God, the Father together with His eternal Word and
Spirit. When we use this distinction of names, we do not imagine three gods, as if the Father
were something other than the Word. In addition, we do not understand these as empty epithets,
by the operations of which God is described in different ways. But together with the
ecclesiastical writers, in the most simple unity of God, we think that these are three persons
[hypostases], that is, substances7 [subsistentias] that nevertheless consist of one essence
5

Rom. 10:17.
The Anthropomorphites attributed a human form to God; controversy surrounded this in Egypt (c. 400 A.D.). Cf.
Eugene Teselle, “Anthropomorphisms” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity, ed. Daniel Patte (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 54. The Manichaeans, followers of Mani (216-276 A.D.), taught a stark dualism
between spirit and matter. Cf. Gunner Bjerg Mikkelsen, “Mani, Manichaeism,” in The Cambridge Dictionary of
Christianity, 757-58.
7
Since Calvin uses subsistentias here, it is better to render "substances" by "subsistences". Thanks to T. G. Van
Raalte for this suggestion — Editor.
6
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[essentia] but are not mingled with each other. And so although there is one God, the Father
together with His Word and Spirit, the Father is nevertheless not the Word nor is the Spirit the
Word Himself. And the firm testimonies of Scripture are found to support this way of thinking.
For the Son is called Jehovah, the strong God, the God who must be praised forever, whom all
God’s angels worship, and whose throne has been firmly established forever. Moreover, all
things are attributed to Him that can apply to no one except the one, true, eternal God. For as He
is called our salvation, righteousness and sanctification, so we are taught to put all trust and hope
in Him and to call upon His name; this very certain practical knowledge does not exist in any
idle speculation. For the godly mind catches sight of and nearly touches the very present God,
when it realizes that He has made him alive, illuminated, saved, justified, and sanctified him.
Therefore, evidence must also be derived from the same sources, to prove the divinity of the
Holy Spirit. For what the Scriptures attribute to Him is very foreign to creatures, and we
ourselves learn that from the sure experience of godliness. For it is He who, extending
everywhere, upholds, imparts energy to, and gives life to all things, who, dwelling in the faithful,
leads them into all truth, regenerates them, sanctifies them, and will make them alive to the full
one day. Nor indeed, when Scripture speaks about Him, does it refrain from the title “God.” For
Paul inferred that we are the temple of God from the fact that His Spirit dwells in us. 8 Moreover,
when Peter rebuked Ananias because he lied to the Holy Spirit, he was saying that he lied not to
men but to God. 9 Now since it remains firmly established that God is one—not many—we have
shown that the Word and Spirit are not different from the very essence of God. And indeed if we
are baptized into the faith and religion of the one God, let us declare that we have on our side the
God in whose name we are baptized. It is very clear from this that the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit are held together in the one essence of God. For we are baptized in the name of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. And again, in Scripture a certain distinction is made
between the Father and the Word as well as between the Word and the Spirit. For what is said is
clear: the Father created all things through the Son, sent Him into this world, exposed Him to
death, raised Him from the dead, and gave Him the name which is above every name. No one
would dare to deny that, unless he should want to oppose the Word of God overtly. For the
Father did not come down to earth, put on our flesh, suffer death, or rise again. Further, even
Christ indicated that He differed from the Spirit, when He promised that He would send a
different comforter. Moreover, that difference overturns the most simple unity of God, with the
result that one may therefore prove that the Son is one God with the Father, because He exists in
one Spirit at the same time with Him. But the Spirit is not something different in quality from the
Father and the Son, because He is the Spirit of the Father and the Son. This is the summary: in
that distinction we made above, we declared that the Father is with the Word in the eternal,
spiritual, infinite essence of God, and we did not confound the Word with the Spirit. We
condemn and detest the madness of Arius,10 who stripped the Son of his eternal divinity, and that
of Macedonius likewise,11 who regarded the gifts of grace to have been poured out only to men

8

Cf. 1 Corinthians 6:19.
Cf. Acts 5:3-4.
10
Arius (d. 336 A.D.), presbyter of Alexandria, excommunicated in 318, taught that the Son was a created being and
therefore different in essence from the Father. Cf. Eugene Teselle and Richard Vaggione, “Arianism” and Richard
Vaggione, “Arius” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity, 70-71, 73.
11
Macedonius (d. c. 360 A.D.), bishop of Constantinople (342-346 A.D.), denied the divinity of the Holy Spirit. Cf.
“Pneumatomachi” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity, 966-67.
9
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through the Spirit; we also reject the error of Sabellius,12 who denied any difference in the
Father, the Son, and the Spirit.
We affirm that Christ has two natures; this uniquely relates to Him. For before He put on flesh,
He was the eternal Word, begotten by the Father before time, true God, of one essence, power,
and majesty with the Father, and Jehovah, who has always existed from Himself and breathed
power to subsist into others. For He testified about Himself that He possessed the glory, in which
He was glorified in the flesh, with the Father from the beginning, before the foundations of the
world were laid. Paul teaches the same thing when he writes that He was in the form of God,
understanding majesty by the word “form.” Indeed, He himself proclaims His power in these
words: “I and the Father are at work.” To this end Scripture teaches the same thing everywhere
that the world was created through Him, life was in Him, and many other things of that kind.
And it is not worthwhile to linger over the many other things here. For if He is God, He contains
in Himself all things which belong to God. Accordingly, the Arians,13 although they
acknowledged God, very foolishly lied by denying the substance of God to the Son. Also, in the
name “Word”, we do not understand an inconstant and disappearing word, which is uttered in the
air, and oracles and prophecies of that kind, which were pronounced by the fathers; rather, we
understand the eternal wisdom existing in God, from whom all prophecies and oracles proceed.
For the ancient prophets spoke no less in Christ’s Spirit than did the apostles and whoever else
delivered God’s truth to people. Further, in accordance with the time appointed for the
manifestation of our redemption, the Word became flesh, not because He turned into flesh but
because He took on flesh from a virgin, so that He would be the true and real seed of David.
And He who was the son of God became the son of man. Moreover, in this way, we maintain
that His divinity is united to His humanity, so that the whole quality of each nature remains its
own, and yet from these two natures one Christ is formed. Therefore, although Scripture teaches
that those qualities must be considered by us in a way that distinguishes one from the other
(since sometimes it attributes to Christ what belongs to God alone and other times what belongs
to man), it nevertheless expresses their union in the person of Christ—the foundation of so great
a religion—so that they communicate them with each other at any time. Likewise, Scripture
teaches that He had purchased the church of God with His blood (Acts 20:28) and that the son of
man had been in heaven (John 3:13) even while He was living in the world (this figure of speech
is called by the ancients ἰδιωμάτων κοινωνία,14 communion of proper qualities). But above all
things those passages most clearly describe the true substance of Christ, including both natures at
the same time, and there are very many passages of this sort in the gospel of John. Therefore, we
declare that Christ is true God and true man, the son of God, even according to humanity,
although not by the manner of humanity. For that was clearly established and approved by the
consensus of the ancient church. We renounce as God haters all those who have tried to overturn,

12

Sabellius (3rd century), articulated modalistic Monarchianism, i.e., that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are merely
three different modes of God’s acting toward the world (creation, redemption, and sanctification). Cf.
“Monarchians” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity, 830.
13
Arians, named after Arius, denied that the Son was of the same substance with God the Father. Cf. “Arianism” in
ibid.
14
Cf. “koinōnia idiōmatōn” and “communicatio idiomatum/communicatio proprietatum,” Richard A. Muller,
Dictionary of Latin and Greek Theological Terms Drawn Principally from Protestant Scholastic Theology (Grand
Rapids: Baker Academic, 1985), 170, 72-74.
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diminish, or eclipse the truth of the divine majesty in Christ. We reject the Marcionites, 15 who
attributed an image to Him for His body, and the Manichaeans, who dreamed He was endowed
with heavenly flesh. And we do not approve of Apollinarius,16 who removed half of His
humanity. Finally, we condemn the error of Nestorius,17 who, separating His divinity from His
humanity, devised a double Christ.
ON THE WORDS “TRINITY” AND “PERSON”

Since we understand that those words “Trinity” and “persons” are mostly accommodating to
Christ’s church, so that the true difference between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit may be more
clearly expressed and better presented in age-old debates, we do not deviate from these, to such
an extent that we readily embrace them, whether they need to be heard by others or used by us.
And so we approve what was previously drawn up by us, and from now on we will also devote
ourselves, as far as we are able, to make sure that their use will not be abandoned in our
churches. For we ourselves will also not refrain from them in the presence of what will be
written, even in expositions of Scripture and sermons to the people, and we will teach others not
to avoid them superstitiously. Moreover, if anyone holds fast to wrong-headed religion, so that
he has not dared to use these words readily, although we solemnly declare that superstition of
this sort is not approved by us, our zeal to correct him will not be lacking. Nevertheless, because
this does not appear to us a sufficiently valid reason that some godly man, heartily agreeing to
the same religion with us, may be spurned, we will tolerate his ignorance in this to such a degree
that we will not throw him out of the church or stigmatize him as someone who thinks
incorrectly about the faith. And meanwhile, we will not think it bad if the churches in Bern do
not admit pastors to the ministry of the Word, who, they have learned, reject those words.
ON CHRIST, JEHOVAH

We maintain that Christ is Jehovah, who has always existed from Himself. Since that particle
seemed to a certain extent unclear to some people, we will briefly explain the sense in which it
was put forth by us, so that no one may be offended. When there is a discussion about the
divinity of Christ, all things that are rightfully proper to God are also attributed to Him, because
on that occasion it has reference to the essence of God alone, with mention of the previously
noted difference, between the Father and the Son, for which reason it is truly said that Christ is
the only and eternal God, existing from Himself. And that does not go against the view that has
been passed down accurately by the ecclesiastical authors, namely, that the Word or Son of God
exists from the Father and according to His eternal essence. For this defining of persons has a
place where the difference between the Father and the Son is mentioned. Moreover, the name
15

The Marcionites, followers of Marcion (d. c. 160 A.D.), sharply distinguished between the God of the Old
Testament and of the New Testament; they also denied that Jesus was the Jewish Messiah, and being Gnostics, they
made a strong division between matter and spirit. Cf. “Marcion” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity, 759.
16
Apollinarius (c. 310-c. 390 A.D.), bishop of Laodicea, taught that Christ brought his body to earth from heaven, so
that his flesh was principally heavenly. Cf. “Apollinaris, Apollinarius” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity,
62.
17
Nestorius (c. 351-c. 451 A.D.), patriarch of Constantinople (428-431 A.D.), removed from office and condemned
by the Council of Ephesus (431), taught that Jesus’s humanity and divinity were not joined by nature or hypostasis
but by will, such that one could predominate over the other at any given time. Cf. Eugene Teselle, “Nestorius” in
The Cambridge Dictionary of the Christian Church, 862.
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Jehovah is an utterance of divinity that includes the Father and the Spirit as much as the Son. In
this way Cyril,18 who is very wisely accustomed to call the Father the beginning of the Son,
nevertheless thinks as a proud, wrong-headed person in Dialogue 3 of On The Trinity,19 unless
the Son is believed to have life and immortality from Himself. He teaches that the same thing
applies correctly to the Son, if it is proper to His ineffable nature that He exists from Himself.
Indeed, even in Book 10 of Treasure20, Cyril reasons that the Father does not exist from Himself
unless the Son also exists from Himself. And what we just said should not upset anyone, that, by
explaining our understanding of persons, we would declare what uniquely relates to Christ. For it
is sufficiently agreed upon to have in view that difference for nothing else than the mystery of
the incarnation, the specific account of which exists from the distinction of the Trinity.
Otherwise, Jehovah would not be uttered in the same context if He does not have divinity
distinctly from the Father.
Endorsed by Guillame Farel, John Calvin, and Pierre Viret
We believe that this confession and explanation of our scrupulous brothers, Guillame Farel, John
Calvin, and Pierre Viret, should satisfy Christ’s churches.
Wolfgang Capito, Martin Bucer, Oswald Myconius, Simon Grynee21

Cyril of Alexandria (c. 378-444 A.D.), Greek bishop, refuted Nestorius’s Christology by affirming the complete
divinity of Christ and thus the singularity of his personhood; his theology of the incarnation influenced the Councils
of Ephesus I (431) and II (449), of Chalcedon (451), and of Constantinople II (553). Cf. John A. McGuckin, “Cyril
of Alexandria” in The Cambridge Dictionary of the Christian Church, 297.
19
Cirillus Alexandrinus, Thesaurus de sancta et consubstantiali Trinitate in J. P. Migne, Patrologia Graeca.
20
Ibid.
21
I would like to thank Claire Bishop for assistance with the Latin and Amy Alexander for reading and commenting
on the translation.
18
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Gregory Nazianzus on the Incarnation1
The Son of God deigns to become and to be called Son of Man; not changing what he was (for it
is unchangeable); but assuming what he was not (for he is full of love to man), that the
Incomprehensible might be comprehended, conversing with us through the mediation of the flesh
as through a veil; since it was not possible for that nature which is subject to birth and decay to
endure his unveiled Godhead. Therefore the Unmingled is mingled; and not only is God mingled
with birth and Spirit with flesh, and the Eternal with time, and the Uncircumscribed with
measure; but also Generation with virginity, and dishonor with him who is higher than all honor;
he who is Impassible with suffering, and the Immortal with the corruptible. For since that
deceiver thought that he was unconquerable in his malice, after he had cheated us with the hope
of becoming gods, he was himself cheated by God’s assumption of our nature; so that in
attacking Adam as he thought, he should really meet with God, and thus the new Adam should
save the old, and the condemnation of the flesh should be abolished, death being slain by flesh.
At his birth, we duly kept festival, both I, the leader of the feast, and you, and all that is in the
world and above the world. With the star, we ran, and with the Magi we worshipped, and with
the shepherds we were illuminated, and with the angels we glorified him, and with Simeon we
took him up in our arms, and with Anna the aged and chaste we made our responsive confession.
And thanks be to him who came to his own in the guise of a stranger, because he glorified the
stranger.

1

Gregory Nazianzus (329-390 A.D.) was one of the three Cappadocians (including Basil, the Great, and his brother,
Gregory of Nyssa) who helped advance and secure Nicene orthodoxy, i.e., the essential deity of Christ, the Son of
God, and the emperichoretic (intra-essential, personal) nature of the Trinity. This selection is from his “Oration [39]
on the Holy Lights,” 13-14 in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, 2nd Series, Volume 7, pp. 356-57.
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Merit and Moses: A Review1
Leonard J. Coppes
The subject matter of this book may appear esoteric to many, nonetheless our authors argue and
demonstrate that this topic is crucial to the history and faithfulness of the Reformed position (the
tradition of the Westminster Standards and the Three Forms of Unity). This subject matter deals
with the foundation of the true and reformed faith. While it may seem to be obscure to many who
have read and interacted with this foundational subject matter, it is nonetheless a reality. The
watchmen have seen danger approaching (and already among us) and are blowing the trumpet
(Ezek. 33:7). Like so much of this kind of material, new directions in theology often involve
profound, almost obscure thought framed in words that might seem familiar but which carry new
definitions. It is the purpose of this book to shed light on these new definitions and this new
direction in Reformed thought.
The presentation of this book is what one would expect when theologians write for theologians.
The authors assume that the readers have read, studied, and that they agree with the Westminster
Standards. Consequently, the book presents profound theological thoughts in a profound manner
and with relatively little Biblical argumentation. This does not lessen the usefulness of this work
however, for those who have studied the Standards are, no doubt, already familiar with the
Biblical foundation for those Standards. Readers who have not done such biblical studies can
turn to books such as the OPC Standards with proof texts.2 It is significant that Kline and most of
the writers critiqued also adhere(d) to the Westminster Standards. Those who are familiar with
theological dialogue will find this book a thorough and carefully thought out presentation of the
issue(s) with which it deals. Because of the foundational nature of the subject matter (merit and
Moses), those interested in Biblical and theological faithfulness will find this book very
instructive. Ministers and elders will want to read and study this work carefully.
The book offers four brief and excellent favorable reviews of its contents and relevancy in the
four summery reviews presented on its back cover page. Among those reviewers are three highly
respected professors who spent much of their adult lives teaching theology in different Reformed
seminaries, viz., Drs. Robert Strimple, Cornelis Venema, and Richard Gaffin. A fourth summary
review appears in the book as its foreword. Written by Rev. William Shishko, it too summarizes
and favorably evaluates the book.
The present reviewer, like the authors of Merit and Moses, was a student of Old Testament under
Dr. Meredith Kline. In addition, he was privileged to hear Old Testament instruction from
Professors John Murray and E. J. Young. He was aware of some of the differences among these
1

Andrew M. Elam, Robert C. Van Kooten, and Randall A. Bergquist, Merit and Moses: A Critique of the Klinean
Doctrine of Republication. Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2014. 155pp. Paper. ISBN: 978-1-62564-683-5. $20.00.
2

The Committee on Christian Education, The Confession of Faith and Catechisms of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church with Proof Text, (Willow Grove, PA: The Committee on Christian Education of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church, 2005).
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several professors, but did not grasp the significance of those differences. Initially attracted to the
person and work of Dr. Kline, he grew to see some fatal holes in the hermeneutical, exegetical
and theological dike constructed by that respected scholar. This reviewer’s work at Westminster
Seminary focused on the Old Testament. It became evident in the course of this and subsequent
study that Old Testament studies were not only a significant and important part of the foundation
to all exegetical and theological work, but that many major theological departures from
orthodoxy were birthed in the arena of Old Testament studies. It appears, moreover, that there is
a tendency to overlook such Old Testament departures and to discount them as insignificant.
However, to do this is to open the door to significant attacks on the theology and authority of
Scripture. It is the hope of this reviewer that such “winking of the eye” will not be the reaction of
the church to the material critiqued in Merit and Moses.
Further motivation to read this critique of the work of Kline and his theological successors (the
defenders of Klineanism) is provided by its contemporary proponents who wrote: “In short, the
doctrine of republication [of the covenant of works, ljc] is integrally connected to the doctrine of
justification . . . a misunderstanding of the Mosaic economy and silence on the works principle
there will only leave us necessarily impoverished in our faith. We will see in only a thin manner
the work of our Savior.”3 Kline and his advocates present us with a new twist on traditional
Reformed theology. This new twist, like so many, is confusing to many of us. The editors of
TLNF (see footnote 1 below) set before the reader a fictional story intended to defend their new
position and direction. It argues that their new position is really the old position of the Reformed
biblical-theological tradition, a tradition that has been derailed and forgotten by more modern
theologians. TLNF holds that this derailment has especially occurred in the modern period and in
particular through the work of Professor John Murray. Moreover, the proponents of this new
direction maintain, by clear implication, that only the Klinean position will restore and maintain
the historic doctrine of justification.
Having set forth the background to the republication paradigm and a defense of dealing with this
new direction, the authors of Merit and Moses turn to rebutting the charges against Professor
John Murray and his position on covenant. The Klineans charge Murray with unorthodox
monocovenatalism (that there is only one covenant taught in the Bible) and thus with rejecting
the Biblical and confessional doctrine of the covenant (i.e., that there are two covenants
presented in the Bible). Our authors treat these charges carefully. They begin, of course, by
clearly setting forth and documenting the charges from the Klineans. Then they present, in the
same manner, the refutation of the charge of Murray’s being soft and non-confessional on the
doctrine of the covenant before the fall. Thus, our authors demonstrate that although Murray
would have us use different language, he substantially accepted the idea that before the fall God
related to man in a “covenant-like” relationship. The authors also state that they would disagree
with Murray as to the terminology used to describe the pre-Fall relationship between God and
man. Then the doctrine of justification is carefully presented and documented. After this, they
document how Murray did not contradict or reject the biblical and/or confessional teaching
3
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regarding justification and specifically the doctrine of the active obedience of Christ. Indeed,
they show how he upheld these doctrines. Hence, our authors help us to see that the charge
against Murray (an unbiblical monocovenatalism4) is not supported by the writings of Professor
Murray as they are compared to the Bible and the Westminster Standards.
Next, in a chapter entitled “Recasting Covenant Theology”, they turn to the Klinean charge that
Professor Murray’s position was fertile ground for the errors of Professor Norman Shepherd and
the Federal Visionists. This, too, is shown to be a false charge. It is argued and documented that
Professor Shepherd deviated from what Professor Murray taught and deviated into error. Had he
held to Murray’s position, or so it is implied, he would have avoided his own errors. So Murray
did not leave the door labeled “covenant” ajar, or release the theological clutch, and so allow or
encourage Professor Shepherd’s creative covenantal view. In a second chapter on this topic,
“Recasting Covenant Theology,” our authors carefully analyze and document Dr. Kline’s
involvement in the Shepherd controversy. They carefully demonstrate from Kline’s writings how
he upheld his republication view as the response to Professor Shepherd’s thought regarding the
nature of covenant. Significantly, our authors commend Kline and his theological successors for
their help in analyzing and countermanding Professor Shepherd’s work. On the other hand, they
add that Kline went too far afield in what he said in seeking to set forth the true and Biblical
definition/description of covenant. They perceptively list, document and analyze the following
theological errors in Kline’s new definition of covenant as: (1) “disagreement with the voluntary
condescension of God”5 in making the pre-Fall covenant (they set forth the position of the
Scripture and of the Westminster Standards); (2) presenting “Israel as a corporate typological
Adam with a merit-based probation”6 (i.e., that Israel was divinely instructed to do meritorious
works); and (3) teaching that Israel’s divine call to produce meritorious works was typological of
Christ’s obedience. Our authors apply this analysis to demonstrate that “Kline is the source of the
Republication view in TLNF.”7 In concluding this first part of their book, our writers point us to
the Westminster Confession of Faith as the faithful “plumb line” for the church in its theological
reflection. This age-old statement of Christian doctrine has stood the test of time and the
challenges and debating over its statements since 1660. If past debates were as careful and
thorough as those in our young Orthodox Presbyterian Church, the Standards have been carefully
defended from the Scripture.
Part 2 of Merit and Moses is, in keeping with all that precedes it, a careful, calm, and thorough
analysis and rebuttal of the Klinean redefinition of the concept of merit in distinction from the
traditional (Biblical) concept. This shift or “pendulum swing” is presented as Kline’s
reaction/response to Professor Shepherd’s views. The present writer would suggest that it was
also Kline’s reaction/response to the theonomy position espoused by Dr. Greg Bahnsen, and to

4
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Kline’s commitment to applying the implications of the parallels he saw between second
millennium Hittite law treaties and Biblical covenants.
Our authors set forth the two different concepts of merit (that of the Westminster Standards and
that of Dr. Kline and his adherents). They rightly emphasize that one significant, if not the most
significant, difference is that the Standards and the Bible do not teach that there is such a thing as
meritorious works, i.e., the Bible nowhere suggests or teaches that men other than Christ are able
to do good works in order to merit or earn blessings, or anything else, from God. Having
demonstrated that there are two different concepts of merit being used in this debate, they
proceed to demonstrate and document that one of these definitions is what one finds in the
historic documents and is known as the “classic Augustinian-Reformation theology of the
Westminster Confession.”8 In a separate chapter, they present, document and discuss the new
definition (direction) set forth in the republication theory of the Klineans (those repeating Dr.
Kline’s position). The Klinean new direction “has redefined merit in a particular way, in contrast
to—and over against—the Confession’s earlier definition of merit.” The final chapter in this
second part of Merit and Moses more closely investigates and evaluates this Klinean
“reformulation” of “merit.” It demonstrates and documents the new (novel) understanding of the
Mosaic covenant. It should be understood as presenting, so the Klineans say, two levels of
application of God’s revealed law: (1) a grace level “for the eternal salvation of the individual;”9
and (2) a “national, meritorious-works level”10 teaching Israel what was required of them to
remain in the Promised Land. Some of the language and/or concepts proffered here may require
the reader to think carefully, but this distinction lies at the root of the Klinean system. This new
way of analyzing Old Testament law is neither a hidden treasure nor insignificant detail of
exegesis. Our authors imply that the Klinean system of interpretation revolutionizes the heart of
both Old Testament and New Testament theology and it does this to the detriment of the gospel.
The last section of Merit and Moses is entitled “The Instability of the Republication Paradigm.”
Our authors set before us additional dangers in this new direction. They demonstrate how it
redefines major concepts within covenant theology such as the covenant of works, the nature of
the Mosaic covenant as a covenant of grace, merit and its relationship to divine justice, and what
constitutes a good work. They suggest that not only are these changes contrary to Scripture and
the hard won structure and underpinning of traditional Reformed theology, but represent
significant changes in fundamental doctrines and concepts that constitute the very fabric of that
theology. Our authors imply that although these changes are for the present limited in their
application, accepting them portends the possibility, if not probability, of a more thorough-going
recasting of at least the whole of the doctrine of justification. Once foundational changes are
accepted, adherents will ultimately apply those changes throughout the intellectual
superstructure. The history of Christian theology is full of examples of sincere men who make
what seem to some to be minor changes in doctrine and whose intellectual successors work out
the thoughts of the “masters” into disastrous paths.
8
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This is a very helpful work in view of the present debates within the Reformed churches. Truly,
the authors have done a great service for God’s church. For the more general Reformed
audience, it would be helpful to have the ideas presented as true and right defended from the
Scripture more thoroughly. For purposes of communicating to that more general audience, it
would have been helpful to have more explanation of some of the ideas not frequently mentioned
publicly, e.g., God’s pre-Fall condescension, etc.
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Leviticus 18:5 in the Annotated Bible Appointed by the Synod of Dort (1618)
“This sentence [“That man which doth the same, shall live by them”] teacheth . . . the reward
promised to that righteousness; but since corrupt man is destitute of that righteousness, the
reward is of meer grace, through the expiation of Christ, embraced by faith.”1
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K:JNWTS 29/3 (December 2014): 17-42
A Review of Robert Jewett on Romans1
Part 1: Romans 1-8
Scott F. Sanborn
Robert Jewett’s commentary on Romans in the Hermeneia series is a significant contribution,
seeing that Dr. Jewett has spent a great deal of time studying this epistle. The strengths of the
commentary include its excellent introduction and the structural insights that Jewett presents at
the beginning of his discussion of each pericope. In the introduction, Jewett lays out a great deal
of historical material to provide the context of the letter to the Romans. The Roman tenement
dwellings are carefully described. And Jewett presents his own view of the purpose of the letter.
He agrees with those who think there were factions in the Roman tenement church, which Paul
must address in order to establish a unified base for support of his mission to Spain. He then goes
on to interpret much of the letter in light of this perspective. Unfortunately, Jewett does not
recognize that the social elements of the letter grow out of the semi-eschatological manifestation
of justification in Christ. Thus, his commentary is overly flat and horizontal, following similar
trends in the study of Paul made popular by E. P. Sanders. Below we will lay this out in more
detail before examining the commentary as it moves from chapters 1 to 8 in Romans.
The Approach of the Commentary as a Whole: Its Horizontal Nature
Here we will focus on two aspects that are significant in this commentary as a whole—its
horizontal/sociological (as opposed to vertical) nature and Jewett’s treatment of justification. The
two are interrelated, but we begin (for the sake of discussion) with the horizontal aspect. While
Jewett considers the rhetorical character of the letter in light of major rhetorical handbooks (such
as those of Cicero and Quintilian), his commentary highlights the sociology of the Greco-Roman
world. This largely explains its essentially flat character, that is, it does not expand on the semieschatological nature of Romans. Together with this, it does not develop the redemptivehistorical background of Paul’s epistle. For instance, when dealing with “not ashamed” in
Romans 1:16, Jewett does an adequate job highlighting the role of honor and shame in the
Greco-Roman world, noting that the gospel of a crucified Messiah would have been considered
shameful in that context. The Romans used crucifixion primarily as a form of shameful or
humiliating death. However, Jewett does not expand on the significance of this lack of shame
within its redemptive-historical background. For instance, we believe Paul here foreshadows his
comments in Romans 10:11, in which “whoever believes in him will not be put to shame”. Here
Paul is quoting from Isaiah 28:16, in which those trusting will not receive the shame of exile that
surrounds it in Isaiah 28:15 and 18. This exile is a revelation of the covenant curses of the law of
1
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Moses. And this reversal of curse and shame takes place in this new economy in which there is
“no distinction between Jew and Greek” (Rom. 10:12), a designation that distinguishes this new
economy from the former one under Moses. This reversal implicitly takes place in Christ’s
justifying work (Rom. 8: 34 in contrast to sufferings which were formerly manifestations of the
old covenant curses, Rom. 8:35). This work brings a fuller manifestation of justification, which
we call semi-eschatological justification. This manifestation of God’s righteousness is found in
Romans 1:16-17, a manifestation in which the old covenant curses are reversed. As a result, Paul
is not ashamed. He instead is a participant in the eternal righteousness of eschatological
fulfillment, now semi-realized in Christ.
Jewett need not reject this redemptive-historical perspective in order to do justice to the social
elements of Paul’s message. Instead, it is a result of this eschatological reversal of shame and
exile that Jews and Gentiles are joined together in Christ. The universal (cosmic) nature of the
eschaton is now semi-realized. Thus, the covenant cannot be focused in one geo-political nation.
Instead, the inheritance of God’s people is now transcendent in the Spirit. And this allows it to be
cosmic and go out to all people. As a result, Paul’s gospel is to both Greeks and Jews alike.
In this, the shame of both Greeks and Jews is reversed. To the Greeks and Romans, crucifixion
would be a shameful form of death (as Jewett notes), and they would have considered following
someone so crucified as shameful association. But for Paul, the Gentiles are already put to shame
for rejecting the natural revelation of God. Instead of living in honor, they dishonor their bodies
(Rom. 1:24) and so live in shame before the Almighty. For they are under God’s wrath (Rom.
1:18), which is a foretaste of eternal tribulation (Rom. 2:9), the opposite of honor (Rom. 2:10). In
that, they are committing dishonorable acts; they are receiving in themselves and their dishonor
the due penalty for their perversion. They are dishonored. Thus, they are presently under God’s
wrath in which they are dishonored and put to shame.
At the same time, the Jews considered themselves ashamed as a result of Romans occupation.
This occupation was parallel to Israel's exile and captivity in Babylon. As a result, the Jews
looked forward to a day in which they would not be ashamed in captivity, a day in which the
Messiah would deliver them from their enemies. To both groups, Paul is able to preach his
gospel. To the Jews, he proclaimed that the day of deliverance had already arrived, that Christ
(though crucified in shame) has been raised in glory, that he has brought the eschatological day
of deliverance from exile. His kingdom was semi-realized through Christ’s resurrection in the
heavenly places (Rom. 4:22-5:2). And he will come again to deliver his saints to their eternal
inheritance (Rom. 8:16-25).
Paul preaches the same message to the Gentiles. Christ, by being shamed has borne our shame.
And his shame (together with our shame in him) has been reversed in his resurrection. In his
resurrection, he has been declared righteous, no longer condemned or ashamed. And we likewise
are declared just in him. His kingdom will not perish like the Roman empire for Christ’s reign is
semi-eschatological. Christ is exalted over Caesar and will one day put to shame all who do not
trust in him (Rom. 2:9, the reverse of Rom. 2:10).
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Our concern here is that Jewett’s commentary is essentially horizontal, not vertical. It is focused
on the social elements of the life of the church in Rome, not on the theological and
eschatological glorification of God’s name in Jesus Christ. That is, Jewett believes Paul’s goal in
writing this letter was to reconcile the weak and the strong in the Roman house churches so that
they would be able to support his mission in Spain. While we believe this may be Paul’s
subordinate purpose (whether Paul is addressing problems in the Roman church remains
debatable), this cannot be Paul’s final goal. For Jewett, this horizontal purpose is Paul’s end goal,
his teleology. On the other hand, it seems to us that Paul’s teleology is the revelation of the glory
and righteousness of God. That is, Paul’s final goal is the manifestation of the eschatological
glory of God’s name. And the manifestation of the glory of his name is caught up with defending
and saving his covenant people as he promised. Thus, God’s glory is most fully manifested in his
power and righteousness whereby he brings eschatological salvation to his people, even now
insofar as it is semi-realized in Christ. The righteousness (and thus glory of God’s name) is
already manifest in Christ’s life, death (Rom. 5:18-19) and resurrection (Rom. 1:4; 4:25). It is
further manifested after Christ’s resurrection in the forensic and vital union of Jews and Gentiles
with Christ’s righteousness by faith (Rom. 3:21-22; 16:25-26). And it will be most fully
manifested when Christ returns for the salvation of his people (Rom. 5:2; 8:20-21) and the
judgment of those who oppose him (Rom. 9:17, 22). That is, Paul’s goal is the glory of God
among his people, and for this purpose he writes to them, further desiring that they may
participate in the manifestation of that glory through supporting his mission in Spain. Thus, his
seemingly horizontal purposes are always in light of his vertical and eschatological teleology.
And thus, they take on the air of that present and future heavenly environment of the Spirit of
Christ. That is, God’s salvation of his people manifests his power and righteousness and so
brings the nations to worship him for the greatness of his name.
One further indication of this is the flow of the epistle itself. Romans 14, in which Paul deals
with the relationship of the weak and the strong is not the crescendo of the letter, as Jewett’s
horizontal approach would seem to imply. Structurally Romans 15:7-9 comes closer to fulfilling
that role. For its note of praise among all nations reverses the false idolatrous worship of Romans
1:18-32. In light of the fuller revelation of God’s righteousness now manifest with Christ’s death
and resurrection (as Paul expounds it in Romans), Gentiles as well as Jews are made equal
participants in that righteousness by grace. God thereby shows himself to be truthful in keeping
his promises (Rom. 15:8, a theme connected with his righteousness, Rom. 3:4-7; 9:6, 14). This
leads to the praise of God’s righteous name among all nations (Rom. 15:9). Among all the
gods/idols of the nations, he is the only wise God (Rom. 16:27). In this, he reveals his
eschatological glory even now in Christ Jesus.
The Approach of the Commentary as a Whole: On Justification
Focusing as he does on the horizontal, Jewett does not do justice to the vertical manifestation of
justification in the present time (as we have noted). As a result, Jewett does not recognize the
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essential nature of this justification which is now more fully manifested. That is, he does not
believe that justification involves the forensic imputation of Christ’s righteousness. However, the
final judgment of eschatology (both in justification and condemnation) is essentially forensic.
The justification of the saints in all ages manifests this forensic declaration before the time, as a
foretaste of final eschatological vindication. To put it another way, the present semieschatological nature of the kingdom more fully manifests the justification of the saints that has
always existed since the fall because the essence of that justification was always dependent on
eschatology from the beginning. That is, when Abraham was justified he was experiencing a
foretaste of the final eschatological justifying verdict of God before the time in anticipation of its
greater manifestation in this semi-eschatological age and the final age to come. The essence of
his justification was a forensic eschatological act. It is because of this that when the eschaton is
now more fully manifested in these last times, the justifying verdict of believers is also more
fully manifested. It is not something de novo.
But Jewett, focusing on the horizontal cannot see this vertical justifying act of God. As a result,
following much modern scholarship, Jewett teaches that the Reformation was not correct about
justification. The reason he gives is that we have now discovered that justification is relational.
Here he is following in the footsteps of James Dunn and others who promote the New
Perspective on Paul. They wrongly conclude from the relational aspects of justification that it
cannot involve forensic imputation. However, Jewett produces no clear proof to show that
because righteousness is relational it cannot involve forensic justification. We, on the other hand,
would argue that the relational nature of righteousness does not make it impossible for this
relation to be forensically imputed to sinners. Relationship is simply an essential part of
righteous for a human being. But that righteousness constituted in relationship can be imputed to
others. As a result, they are forensically declared to have the same relationship. In other words, if
a human being (such as Christ) is righteous, his righteousness exists because of his relationship
to God. The relationship between God the Father and Christ is one that involves a vital
relationship between the inner heart of Christ and God the Father. For Christ the Mediator, his
righteousness is dependent on his relationship to the Father. Rectitude of relationship to God is
essential for true righteousness. But this does not forbid Christ from imputing to sinners the
status of that relationship. That is, he can impute to them his own legal status of having a perfect
relationship to God. And he can do this without infusing into them a perfect internal disposition
toward God. That is, they are legally accounted as if they loved God perfectly with a flawless
inner disposition. But Christ is able to credit this to them without simultaneously giving them a
perfect disposition. Further, Christ’s righteousness involves his perfect active obedience to God’s
will. And he is able to credit this to them without producing within them that perfect active
obedience. At least for Jewett to make his case, he must prove that this these things cannot
logically cohere. He must prove that righteousness as a relation logically excludes the possibility
that it can simultaneously involve imputation. But he has not done this. We hope we have shown
that the two are logically compatible. Thus, to discover if Paul believed both, we must look at his
other passages on the subject. And here we find that Paul indeed taught that justification involves
imputation (Rom. 4:8-10).
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In the above, we have considered the relationship between Christ in his human nature and God
the Father. But the relational aspect of righteous may also reflect the eternal relationship between
God the Father and Christ as God (Rom. 9:5). Here we suggest that both the unity of God’s being
and the relationship between the three persons of the Trinity are the inseparable ground of all his
attributes. That is, when we consider the one (unity of God’s being), we are lead to the three
persons. And when we consider the three persons, we are lead to the one. In terms of the love of
God, Christians point out (in distinction from Islam) that if God is not both unity and three
persons, we cannot do full justice to him as a loving God. Certainly, Islam can say that God
loves himself. But this love is not love in the sense that love goes out to another. They cannot say
that one person of the Godhead expresses his love to another person of the Godhead. In this, we
find the ground of God loving another. As Cornelius Van Til points out, the Trinity provides the
final explanation of the one and the many. And here we see the intratrinitarian love, the one and
many, as the ground of God creating image bearers whom he loves. If this can be said of God’s
love (something so characteristic of God that John can say “God is love”), then why can it not be
said of his other attributes, including righteousness? Thus, God’s righteous intratrinitarian
relationships provide the ground for God’s righteous relationship to the many made in his image.
Therefore, we conclude that the relational nature of righteousness does not limit it to the
horizontal relationships between human beings. While Jewett does not quite say this, his
approach undermines the forensic vertical nature of imputed righteousness in the interest of
righteousness as relational. If on the other hand, the relational begins in the vertical relationship,
and is manifested in the righteous relationship between Christ and God the Father, this
righteousness can be imputed to others (Jew and Gentile alike) so that they are now related to
one another as those equally justified in Christ Jesus. Thus, the vertical semi-eschatological
relationship transforms and defines the horizontal relationships in the church.
Admittedly, Jewett would not defend the Trinity from Romans, believing that Romans does not
portray the Spirit is a divine person. However, we beg to differ for the Spirit is a personal
witness, Rom. 8:16. If righteousness is relational (as Jewett argues) then it makes sense that the
Spirit who is righteousness (2 Cor. 3:8-9) should be a person.
Following Jewett’s rejection of forensic imputation, he also suggests that the dichotomy between
justification and sanctification has been transcended. Let us briefly note that this probably also
reflects Jewett’s own dialogue between Protestants and Catholics in his study of Romans. Here
Jewett reflects the present ethos of ecumenical conciliation. We will deal with these issues
surrounding justification in greater detail as we consider Jewett’s comments on the various
chapters of Romans. Thus, the remainder of this review will primarily go through the
commentary in sequence, beginning with the critical introduction and then covering Jewett’s
comments on Romans 1-8. Jewett’s one-volume commentary also deals with chapters 9-16 of
Romans, but we hope to deal with those chapters in a separate review.
The Commentary’s Critical Introduction
Jewett discusses numerous historical details in an engaging and enlightening manner. For
instance, with respect to Tertius (Rom. 16:22), he discusses the role of the scribe in the Roman
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empire. The difficulty and time consuming nature of using the available writing materials at the
time explains why scribes were used. That is, it took more time to write down letters. (This may
be why even Thomas Aquinas had several secretaries, each receiving dictation on a separate
work.) He deals with scribal education, the place of shorthand, and the scribe’s role in delivering
and explaining some correspondence.
Jewett’s introduction to the historical background is well researched and informative. While all
may not agree with his conclusions (some of which have more evidential support than others), he
provides a well-reasoned case. Among other things, he argues that later churches were often built
on sites that originally housed the early church. Some of these churches were clearly built on
cites that were once occupied by tenement housing. Thus, he argues that some of the early
churches were not house churches (i.e., churches that met in the house of a wealthy patron), but
were rather communal churches that met in the downstairs shop of tenement apartment or one of
the more spacious apartments. Since Priscilla and Aquila probably did business in a shop at the
bottom of such an apartment building, theirs may have housed such a church.
Based on historical evidence, Jewett concludes that the Christian population in Rome was
probably larger than some theories can account for. Since only 20-40 people could reasonably
have met in one location, there is good reason to believe that there were numerous gatherings of
Christians in Rome. Jewett does not call these churches because he assumes (or so it seems) that
a church is a place that people meet, such as a house church. However, this reviewer can see no
reason why each of these local gatherings should not be called churches even if they met in
tenement locations rather than in the house of a wealthy patron.
Jewett follows the tradition (which he notes in Kummel’s Introduction to the New Testament)
that Paul wrote Romans to garner support for his mission in Spain. He adds to this a historical
explanation as to why this may have been especially crucial for this mission. The historical
evidence does not suggest that any synagogues were in Spain at the time Paul intended to embark
on his mission. Thus, Paul’s usual method of first going to the synagogue would not be available
to him. As a result, there would also be no God-fearing Gentiles in the region to provide him
with patronage as he set up shop in a new town. Thus, he would need to have patronage before
going to Spain. He would also need any contacts in Spain that the Roman Christians could
provide him.
Further, this would be the first time that Paul would encounter a significant language barrier.
Only a few locations on the eastern coast of Spain spoke Greek. The heavily Roman occupied
areas used Latin. However, many of the people were still hostile to Rome and spoke a variety of
languages. How could Paul engage these people without hostility and communicate with them?
Paul clearly needed contacts familiar with the people and languages of the region to fulfill his
mission.
At the same time, Paul’s mission would not be successful if the church in Rome (who supported
that mission) continued to live with the same imperial worldview that oppressed the people of
Spain. Jewett sees this imperial worldview in the honor/shame perspective of the Greco-Roman
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world. Jewett finds this theme throughout the letter. Paul thus counters the honor/shame
worldview wherever it is found in the Roman church.
To incorporate chapters 12-14 into his explanation of Paul’s purpose in writing, Jewett suggests
that several churches in Rome considered themselves better than other churches in Rome. (Here,
unlike Jewett, we are using the term church to include gatherings of Christians in tenement
locations.) In this respect, they lived according to the honor/shame perspective of the Roman
imperial world. Paul’s exhortation for the weak and the strong to get along is an exhortation for
various churches to get along. Presumably Jewett thinks that some of these churches were
composed mainly of Jews (the weak regarding diet) and others of Gentiles (the strong). Even if
this is not the case (and each church was a mixture of both), Jewett’s claim may still have
validity, representing tensions within local congregations. Jewett goes into a historical
explanation of how the Jews were expelled, losing their position in the church of Rome, only to
find themselves disregarded when they returned. For him, this supports the notion that the Jews
composed one of the groups while the Gentiles composed another. If the church in Rome
continues to live according to the honor/shame worldview of the Roman empire, it will be
difficult for it to make inroads into the Spanish world, which finds it oppressed by the Roman
empire and its worldview. Therefore, Paul’s attempt to reconcile Jews and Gentiles in the church
of Rome fits well with his missionary goals.
Jewett’s suggestion is intriguing and may help piece together the various pieces of Romans.
However, in the form presented by Jewett, it may contain an implicitly false assumption.
Without further explanation, Jewett seems to imply that the Spanish rejected the honor/shame
worldview of the Roman empire. However, Jewett has not shown by any historical research that
this is the case. Is it not equally plausible that the honor/shame worldview was a worldview that
was common to the Mediterranean region, irrespective of the ruling authorities? Some
sociologists have suggested that European cultures where people spend more time living
outdoors are more social than those who spend more time indoors. These more social cultures are
often thought of as honor/shame cultures. And people who are indoors more frequently (as in
northern Great Britain) and are thus less social are often thought of as more introspective. Thus,
these cultures are less focused on honor/shame and more focused on guilt. Whether this
explanation is adequate is another question. If anything, these cultural propensities of social
honor and shame versus isolation and inward guilt may only be matters of emphasis. However,
the point is that Spain may have been an honor/shame society just as much as Greece or Rome.
The only difference may have been that the Spanish had Spanish honor and shame as opposed to
Roman honor/shame. Admittedly, it may have been less pronounced among the Spanish since
they were under subjugation (which tends to humble a people to some degree). But these issues
require more research, similar to that which Jewett has painstakingly given to other matters.
Nonetheless, Jewett’s explanation (with a little reworking) may be enlightening. Perhaps Paul
finds in the Roman church the honor/shame perspective that is opposed to the gospel. This would
be a hindrance to the gospel for at least a couple of reasons. First, if the Spanish were to sense an
air of cultural superiority in the Christians, they might associate them with the Roman empire
that was oppressing them. But second and more importantly, if the Christians were to come with
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that air of superiority, they would not embody the gospel, which alone can break down all the
worldly barriers that separate human beings. That is, the nature of the gospel requires the union
of those in Christ. It witnesses to something higher than what the Spanish themselves have
attained. For they are still too much like their captors. This is important because Jewett’s
explanation as given leaves the impression that the Spanish are innocent of honor/shame and that
the culprit is the Roman empire. Thus, Jewett’s commentary becomes an analysis of political
oppression of the underdog (who is otherwise weak and innocent) rather than a message that
liberates all oppressed peoples to a heavenly kingdom (even those in bondage in Spain).
Finally, Jewett deals with textual criticism. In this light, he follows many higher critical scholars
in rejecting Rom. 16:25-27 as part of the original text. However, the majority of our manuscripts
have these verses even if they are not found in this position. For example, one of the oldest
manuscripts (P46) has these verses, even though it places them at the end of chapter 15. Thus, we
have quoted these verses in the assumption that they are original. Now we turn to consider
Jewett’s comments on chapters 1 through 8 of Romans.
Romans 1
Jewett’s discussion of Romans 1:18-32 is generally well done. He divides the discourse
appropriately, but does not add much to our knowledge of its rhetorical construction. He misses
the eschatological thrust of the chapter. However, he rejects the Barthian approach to discarding
natural theology. And he rightly suggests that Paul’s claim that we know God by means of
reflection on the natural world rather than on ideal forms may be a rejection of Platonism. Like
Cranfield, Jewett argues for the universal character of the condemnation, not restricting the
passage to Gentiles. He continually emphasizes the passive verbs and argues that they represent
God’s judgment on humanity. And he rejects the position that Paul is not opposing
homosexuality in Romans 1, even though he thinks we have gone beyond Paul. At least, kudos to
him here for not trying to mold the text after his own views.
We would suggest to him that Paul presents an eschatological goal of natural revelation in Rom.
1:18-32. That is, if one were to worship and serve God and love her neighbor aright she would be
living a life in accord with the coming eschatological glory of God. That is, one would be living
a life of honor looking forward to the future honor of the eschatological consummation. Such a
life perfectly carried out would be rewarded with eschatological glory. This is what natural
revelation offers to humanity. This appears to be the case when we notice that all the elements
presented in natural revelation (righteousness, truth, glory, honor, immortality) are associated
with eschatology in Rom. 2:7-8. Paul’s discussion in Rom. 2:7-8 naturally flows out of the
discussion in Rom. 1:18-32. This suggests that Paul has already been considering natural
revelation in terms of eschatology in chapter 1. That is, the movement from chapter 1 to 2 makes
a clear connection between those elements revealed in natural revelation and later in the law.
Thus, those elements associated with the law (Rom. 2:7-8) are implicitly associated with natural
revelation in Rom. 1:18-32. We will not take the time to develop this further here. However, if
this is the case it presents a framework in which to understand the reversal in Romans. That is,
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the nations reject God and his transcendent eschatological consummation in Rom. 1. But God
reverses this in Christ by bringing eschatological justification (semi-realized in Christ) and with
it a foretaste of his eschatological glory to the nations. In revealing the eschatological glory,
power and righteousness of his name to the nations, they have come to believe in Christ. And so
they put aside their idols and worship his excellent name (Rom. 15:7), now semi-participating in
that eschatological glory which they had formerly rejected.
Romans 2
Jewett has some useful reflections on Rom. 2. He believes that Paul’s equalizing of Jew with
Gentile in this chapter sets us up for Rom. 14, in which the weak and the strong are put on a
similar footing. This is suggestive, but we are afraid that Jewett limits his concerns too much to
this social element (as we have already indicated). Paul’s primary focus in Rom. 2 is convicting
the Jew’s of their vertical relationship with God and their rejection of his eschatological glory.
This central break with God results in their social relationship of pride over against the Gentile
world. Thus, God rebukes their social pride vis-a-vis the Gentiles in order to convict them of
their rebellion against God, which is the root of their problem.
We agree with Jewett’s interpretation of Rom. 2:15 and think it has this function—rebuking
Jewish pride with Gentile belief. Jewett agrees with Cranfield (following Augustine) in seeing
the people in Rom. 2:15 (like Rom. 2:28-29) as converted Gentile Christians. Paul uses these
converted Gentiles to rebuke the Jewish pride of exclusivity in order to lead them to God. The
Jews cannot depend on their attainment of the law for salvation. That is not what defines
salvation, for those without the law can be saved when God writes the law upon their hearts.
Thus, the Jews who rely on the reception of the law (as that which distinguishes the true Jew)
will be condemned. For the true Jew is one inwardly, by the Spirit, not by the written code (Rom.
2:29).
However, Jewett does not point out in Rom. 2 (or in Rom. 1) that Paul argues for the universal
sinfulness and condemnation of humanity in order to argue for the necessity of their justification
by the forensic imputation of righteousness. As most traditional Protestant commentators have
seen it, Paul argues both universal sin and condemnation in Rom. 1-2 to set the stage for its
opposite, the forensic imputation of Christ’s righteousness and justification for believers. But this
is not found in Jewett in this context (at least to this reviewer’s recollection). Admittedly, Jewett
does believe that Rom. 1 argues for the universal nature of sin. But Paul’s purpose in this
(according to Jewett) is to humble the Christian factions in Rome and not to set us up for the
forensic imputation of Christ’s righteousness in justification. This will have implications for his
treatment of Rom. 3ff.
We would also encourage Jewett to consider something he passes by, namely, the significance of
Paul’s quotation of Ezek. 36:20 in Rom. 2:24 for the theme of the righteousness of God in
Romans. That verse in Ezekiel: “When they came to the nations where they went, they profaned
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my holy name, because it was said of them, ‘These are the people of the Lord; yet they have
come out of his land.’” God then promises to glorify his name among the nations by returning his
people to his land (Ezek. 36:21-24). To summarize matters, we might say that the text assumes a
dilemma (but only from a human point of view). On the one hand, God must execute his wrath as
he did by sending Israel into exile, Ezek. 36:18. On the other hand, if the nations overcome
God’s people and bring them into exile it will appear that the gods of the nations are more
powerful than the God of Israel. And this will profane God’s name. So God must resolve this
dilemma. To eternally glorify his name, God must find a way to execute his wrath and at the
same time bring his people to their holy inheritance forever. Only this would fulfill his covenant
promises. We think the apostle Paul (as others before him) finds the resolution of this dilemma in
the death and resurrection of Christ. Christ bears the curse of the law (and thus its resulting exile)
in his death. Having satisfied God’s wrath, Christ is raised to the right hand of God, entering the
inheritance of the Spirit without end. And so he brings his people into this inheritance in the
Spirit forever. This is the fulfillment of the prophetic eschatological promises, now semirealized. Therefore, God fulfills his word through Ezekiel and manifests that he alone is truly just
and greater than all the so called gods of the nations. He magnifies the holiness and
transcendence of his great name. Seeing this, the nations praise his name forever.
We believe this provides a background to the righteous of God now manifested in Romans.
(Even if Paul is alluding to Isa. 52:5 in Rom. 2:24 a similar background is evident, Isa. 52:6-7,
10.) In Ezekiel, the moral corruption of Israel lead to their exile and the profanation of God’s
name. Here in Rom. 2:17-29, Israel’s moral corruption once again forms the background which
sets us up for the next chapter. Will God be faithful to his word in spite of Israel’s sin (Rom.
3:3)? Yes, God prevails when he is judged by the nations (Rom. 3:4). He keeps his covenant
promises and so justifies his name (Rom. 3:4). In this roundabout way, our unrighteousness
makes the righteousness of God stand out (Rom. 3:5). “Through my lie, the truth of God
abounded to his glory” (Rom. 3:7). By keeping his covenant promises in spite of Israel’s sin God
glorifies his righteous name. And so God demonstrates his righteousness in the work of Christ
(Rom. 3:25-26). As a result, the nations respond in faith (Rom. 3:29) and are justified in him
(Rom. 3:26, 29). We think this provides a vertical eschatological orientation to God’s
righteousness in Romans (one with social implications) that should encourage Jewett to abandon
his primarily horizontal perspective.
Romans 3
Jewett’s horizontal orientation to Romans is so pronounced that he interprets numerous elements
of the letter as mere means to horizontal ends. This leads him to conclude that Paul does the
same, even to the point of bending biblical texts. In Romans 3, Jewett believes that Paul strains
the meaning of Old Testament texts to prove that Jews and Gentiles are all sinners, primarily to
show Christian Jews and Gentiles in the Roman church that they are sinners. Paul’s hope (for
Jewett) is that this will humble them so that they will be reconciled to one another (Rom. 14) and
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thereby be able to support his mission to Spain together. As noted, Jewett believes that Paul is
pushing these texts to bear a meaning that they do not really have, and Paul does this for his
horizontal goal (as Jewett sees it).
It is this horizontal goal and not justification in the sight of God that is central to Jewett. Thus, as
we have seen, for Jewett Rom. 1 and 2 do not prove the universal sinfulness and condemnation
of humanity in order to set us up for justification as the forensic imputation of their opposite,
namely righteousness and justification. And this would make sense since Jewett does not ascribe
to Paul a Reformation doctrine of justification nor to a doctrine of propitiation (or even
expiation!) in Rom. 3:23-26.
Here we find a note of unnecessary reductionism in Jewett’s approach. Why can he not argue
that Paul is providing the background for a Reformation doctrine of justification, and further
argue that the equal participation of weak and strong in justification by grace alone provides the
ground for reconciling these two parties? This mercy of imputed righteousness (Rom. 12:1)
would seem to be a most forceful argument for the reconciliation of the weak and the strong in
Rom. 14. All have been equally justified in Christ since imputed righteousness is perfect and
cannot exist in various degrees. Therefore, one in Christ cannot exalt himself over another. All in
Christ should be reconciled.
But Jewett cannot do this within the paradigm he has adopted, which (with all its finer nuances)
still appears too much to resemble James Dunn and others who argue that justification is simply
the reconciliation of parties opposed to one another. In fact, as we have intimated, this is how
Jewett interprets Rom. 3:23-26. Paul is not speaking here about propitiation or expiation but
about social reconciliation.
Reconciliation with God is central to this reconciliation, but Jewett defines this reconciliation in
a way that stems more from liberal Protestantism than the New Testament. That is, Jewett argues
that reconciliation with God takes place when people turn themselves away from their hostility
towards God and making themselves friendly toward God. That is, it does not suggest that God is
angry with humans (as sinners) and that Christ’s death and resurrection satisfies God’s anger
toward sinners, so that he is no longer hostile toward them. Jewett quotes Matera to the effect
that this traditional view does not make sense of God’s relationship to human beings. And for
this Jewett appeals to 2 Cor. 5:17, claiming that the reconciliation here envisaged is human
beings turning away from their hostility toward God. We believe 2 Cor. 5:17 teaches the
opposite, that it is an angry God who turns aside his wrath from human beings. In this serious
blunder (which we believe compromises the essence of Paul’s gospel), Jewett fails to recognize a
cogent argument from one of the commentator’s he quotes, namely John Murray. Murray has
shown that when Paul says, “reconciling the world to himself” (2 Cor. 5:17) this does not mean
that God was turning a hostile world (angry at God) toward him, so that this angry world would
now befriend him. Instead, it means that God was angry with sinners and he is now pacified
toward them. For this Murray notes some parallels. Perhaps the most striking is that in Matthew
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5:23-24 where Matthew says, “if . . . your brother has something against you . . . go . . . be
reconciled to your brother”. Here it is clearly the brother who is angry. And the person who is
angry follows the phrase “be reconciled to” in the sentence. Be reconciled to your angry brother.
Change his disposition toward you. So 2 Cor. 5:20 reads, “be reconciled to God”. The one who is
angry (God) follows the phrase “be reconciled to” in the sentence. In accordance with this, Paul
says in 2 Cor. 5:19, “God was in Christ, reconciling the world to himself” (emphasis added, see
also v. 18). God is the one who was angry and needed pacification. And this is supported by the
remainder of the verse (“not counting their trespasses against them”) as if he would be against
them, but no longer now in Christ. So Jewett is not only mistaken about the lack of propitiation
in Rom. 3:23-26 (of which we have yet to argue), but he is also mistaken about the doctrine of
reconciliation. We do not deny that sinners are also turned from hatred toward God to a loving
enjoyment of him. However, to deny (as Jewett does) that reconciliation involves God turning
from his anger toward sinners in Christ to befriend them is to undermine the essence of Paul’s
doctrine of reconciliation.
The above discussion of reconciliation implies propitiation, turning aside God’s wrath. This is
usually found in Rom. 3:23-26. However, Jewett translates the Greek word often translated
“propitiation” or “expiation” in 3:25 as “mercy seat”. This is not uncommon, but it helps him
avoid the notion of propitiation. But even this translation should not gut the passage of an
allusion to propitiation as Jewett implies. For the mercy seat of the Old Testament itself implied
propitiation. This is suggested by the writer to the Hebrews: “Therefore, he had to be made like
his brethren in all things, so that he might become a merciful and faithful high priest in things
pertaining to God, to make propitiation for the sins of the people” (Heb. 2:17). One of the main
duties of the high priest was to sprinkle blood on the mercy seat on the Day of Atonement (Lev.
16:14-15) for the sins of the people (Lev. 16:16). This Hebrews describes as making propitiation,
to turn aside God’s wrath. Hebrews speaks this way as if it were simply discussing something
well known among the Jews. And so, whether Rom. 3:23-26 should be translated propitiation or
mercy seat, propitiation is implied. However, Jewett’s rejection of propitiation (implying the
centrality of the vertical relationship to God) fits with his horizontal approach to reconciliation
and justification.
Why does Jewett reject the Reformation doctrine of justification? His reasons seem similar to
those of Hendrick Boers in The Justification of the Gentiles. There Boers observes that Paul is
arguing against the exclusivity of groups, such as the exclusivity of Jewish privilege. Thus,
suggests Boers, Paul is arguing against all forms of exclusivity per se. As a result, Paul would be
opposed to modern forms of Christianity which distinguish those who trust in Christ from those
who do not, as if only those who trust in Christ will be saved. For such a distinction implies that
those who trust in Christ thereby form an exclusive group. But Paul argues against exclusive
groups in Romans and Galatians. Thus, he would be opposed to this form of Christianity. Such is
Boers’s line of reasoning, and Jewett’s argument seems similar. At least, Jewett argues that Paul
would be opposed to anyone who says that believing a certain doctrine of justification is
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necessary to have favor with God. For one thereby creates an exclusive group of people who are
distinguished from others. And Paul’s main point in Romans (for Jewett) is to argue against
exclusive groups and thereby reconcile the Jewish and Gentile believers in Rome. It makes sense
from this that Jewett argues that Paul’s inclusive statements of Jews and Gentiles imply
universalism, every single man, woman and child will be saved in the end.
However, this sets Paul against Paul. When interpreting Paul we should take into account all that
he says and seek to reconcile his many statements with one another as we would do with any
great thinker. At the very least, we cannot draw conclusions from Paul’s statements that flatly
contradict other claims he makes. And he clearly argues that some people will receive eternal
judgment, even in Romans (9:22; the wrath of 9:22 must be as eternal as the opposite glory of
9:23).
Thus, how do we interpret Paul’s exclusive statements? Paul is not arguing against exclusivity
per se, but against exclusivity according to the flesh. No earthly standard or descent provides the
basis of distinguishing one group from another, especially when such people have been united by
the Spirit. Jewish descent according to the flesh, for instance, does not distinguish one from
others. However, Paul does argue for exclusivity according to the Spirit. That is, those who have
the Spirit of Christ belong to Christ and possess eternal life. But those devoid of the Spirit (to use
Jude’s language) are on the way to judgment unless they repent and trust in Christ. As Paul says,
“if anyone does not love the Lord, let him be accursed” (1 Cor. 16:22). Their end will be eternal
destruction under God’s wrath (1 Thess. 5:3, 9; 2 Thess. 1:9).
Paul’s view of universal sinfulness indicates that people do not differ from one another. That is,
they do not make themselves to differ. They do not differ in themselves from others. “For who
makes you to differ? What do you have that you did not received? And if you did received it why
do you boast as if you had not received it?” (1 Cor. 4:7). Paul’s view of unconditional grace
follows his view of universal moral inability. It is God who effects grace in their hearts and so
they believe, and it is God who efficaciously gives them every good work of his Spirit. Thus, in
themselves, they do not differ from others. However, he has given some his Spirit and not others
as Romans itself testifies (Rom. 8:5, 13, 15, 28, 30; 9:11-13, 18, 22-24). As a result, he has made
a church of trusting souls who have a unique relationship to him not shared by others. They alone
are justified by his grace and others are not. Thus, we must explain the nature of this justification
since Paul argues for its nature. And since this nature does not imply that every single individual
is accepted by God, we must look elsewhere.
This is where the Reformation recognized statements in Romans such as Romans 8:33-34, “God
is the one who justifies, who is the one who condemns?” This passage opposes justification to
condemnation. The same is done in Romans 5:18. If condemnation is found in a law court
setting, so also must its opposite be, namely justification. And as condemnation does not mean to
make evil so justification cannot mean to make righteous (as Jewett translates it). Instead, as
condemnation means to declare someone evil and pass the appropriate sentence, so justification
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must mean to declare someone righteous and pass the appropriate sentence. Does this mean that
the justified are in themselves righteous and so are declared to be such in justification? Clearly
not; Paul argues that all are unrighteous (Rom. 3:10). Thus the justified must receive their
righteousness elsewhere.
Romans 4
But from where and how is this righteousness transferred to them? Is it infused in them? No!
then how is it transferred to them? We will seek to deal with this question as we consider Rom. 4
and Jewett’s comments on this chapter. As we have seen, justification cannot mean to make
someone righteous. Thus, the other language used to describe the reception of righteousness
must fit with this. The language used for this transfer is that of imputation. Romans 4:9 states, “it
was imputed to him for righteousness.”
Here we will focus on how Jewett deals with imputation in this chapter and reflect upon it,
building the argument we began on justification above. Jewett rightly recognizes that Paul builds
his argument about Abraham in such a way as to argue for the justification of the Gentiles. That
is, since Abraham was uncircumcised when he was justified, he can become the father of
uncircumcised, yet justified Gentiles. In his comments on Rom. 4:9 (the passage cited above), he
points to the Day of Atonement and the forgiveness of sins connected with it. He notes that in
this context and David’s own day, the focus of forgiveness was upon Israel. For Paul however,
Gentiles are justified equally with Jews. These historical and social comments are the primary
focus of his commentary on this chapter. And many of these surface comments, as far as they go,
are salient. Not all commentators have done justice to them, and perhaps they can be useful to
various interpreters. We might add as an aside that one may benefit from his rhetorical analysis
of this chapter, as with many others.
However, Jewett does not deal with the nature of imputation directly where one would expect to
find it, e.g., Rom. 4:9. Jewett instead focuses on the historical and social relationships involved
in justification. This follows the horizontal propensities of his commentary. And when he
discusses justification, he primarily limits it to forgiveness or making righteous, so as once again
to focus on the horizontal. In this, he is in line with James Dunn and other advocates of the New
Perspective on Paul. Once again, there is no real concrete reflection on justification as a foretaste
of the final eschatological verdict and the implications of this for the present nature of
justification as imputation of righteousness. He does not carefully consider the horizontal in light
of the vertical vector of eschatology.
We will here consider probing the question of imputation and then (at the end of our discussion
of Rom. 5) see how a Reformation view of justification can be related to the historical elements
that Jewett rightly points out in the text. First, we note that imputation is not the infusion of
something, but the legal crediting to one’s account of something. As Paul says to Philemon,
concerning his slave Onesimus, “but if he has wronged you in any way, or owes you anything,
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charge (in Greek “impute”) that to my account” (Phil. 1:18). Paul is not asking to have
something infused into him, but to have something legally credited to his account. So when Paul
states in Romans 4: 9, “it was imputed to him for righteousness,” he is saying that God legally
credited something to Abraham for righteousness.
What then did God credit to Abraham’s account? Proponents of the New Perspective on Paul do
not want justification to involve the imputation of Christ’s righteousness to believers. Classic
Arminians answer that Abraham’s own faith itself was the righteousness credited to him for
righteousness. To defend this view, they argued that Paul simply states that faith was credited to
him as righteousness. But in defense of the Reformation’s teaching of justification, we suggest
that this is a summary way of putting the matter and the language is not to be pressed strictly as
if the faith itself was righteousness. This is a shorthand way of describing the means by which
Abraham received the righteousness. That Paul viewed the matter this way can be seen by his
more precise statements on the matter. First, he says, “we have access by faith into this grace in
which we stand” (Rom. 5:2). Here faith is simply a means of access into grace, not the substance
of the righteousness itself. This clarifies what he means in Rom. 5:1 with the words “justified by
faith”. A similar perspective is found in Phil. 3: 9: “and may be found in Him, not having a
righteousness of my own derived from the Law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the
righteousness which comes from God on the basis of faith.” Here faith itself is not the
righteousness. Instead faith is the means of receiving something else as righteousness, some
other righteousness which is from God. Since this faith is in Christ, it is reasonable to conclude
that this righteousness comes from Christ. This is cemented by Paul’s expression, “to be found in
him”, that is in Christ. It is “in Christ” that he has righteousness. This reminds us of the Psalms
in which God is the Rock of his people, the rock in which they hide. They are in God and there
find their protection and salvation. God is their salvation. So here, Paul wishes to find himself in
Christ as his hiding place. He wishes to find his righteousness in Christ. Thus, Christ’s is his
righteousness. In other words, Christ’s righteousness is Paul’s righteousness. It is Christ’s
righteousness imputed to him.
Romans 5
The fact that Paul teaches this imputed righteousness in Romans is indicated by Rom. 5:12-21.
Rom. 5:12 sets up this discussion by stating, “Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into
the world, and death through sin, and so death spread to all men, because all sinned.” The
question arises here, does this verse speak about inherited depravity as the means of our
condemnation or does it speak about Adam’s sin being legally imputed to his posterity resulting
in their death? The question is an important one for justification because of the parallel between
Adam and Christ in Rom. 5:12-21. If in Rom. 5:12, Paul is discussing inherited internal
depravity arising from Adam, then he is discussing infused internal righteousness given by
Christ. If on the other hand (as we believe), Rom. 5:12 deals with the legal imputation of Adam’s
sin, then Paul is speaking about the legal imputation of Christ’s righteousness in Rom. 5:15-21.
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How can we answer this question? We believe that Rom. 5:13 is very helpful here. In it Paul
states, “for until the Law sin was in the world, but sin is not imputed when there is no law.
Nevertheless death reigned from Adam until Moses, even over those who had not sinned in the
likeness of the offense of Adam, who is a type of Him who was to come.” Here Paul
immediately brings up the language of imputation, not infusion. Thus, it seems to us that Paul is
providing a proof for the fact that Adam’s sin must have been legally imputed to all his
descendants. This is the case on either of two interpretations of this passage, either that in which
all people from Adam to Moses are included or that in which infants are singled out.
First, the view that Paul is speaking of infants is usually connected to the view that he is alluding
to natural law. When Paul says “sin is not imputed when there is no law”, he wishes to remind us
that this is never the case. There is always natural law. And since Paul has addressed the issue of
natural law earlier in Romans (at least chapter 1), then he wishes people to be reminded that
people are condemned because of natural law. But infants have not committed actual sins against
natural law. How then is it that infants die? Adam’s sin has been imputed to them.
Second, we consider the view that the imputation of Adam’s sin accounts for why all his
descendants during the period from Adam to Moses died. They died because Adam’s sin was
imputed to them. This interpretation does not think Paul’s reference should be restricted to
infants partially because if Paul wished to single out infants why not refer to all infants? Why
refer only to infants from the time of Adam to Moses? There is nothing unique to infants in this
period in terms of not committing actual sins (something true of all infants throughout history).
Thus, Paul must have singled out this period for a different purpose. One suggestion is that a
special law and sanction was given with both Adam and Moses. The curses of the Mosaic law
are an example of this special imputation of sin. Adam also had a special law and sanction. Since
people from Adam to Moses did not have their own special law and sanction, they must have
died under that of Adam’s, imputed with his sin and guilt. (For an example of this view, see
Herman Ridderbos, Paul: An Outline of His Theology, p. 96). This view must somehow relate
Adam’s headship to natural law so that it does not deny that sin under natural law brings death. If
it can do so, it indicates that Adam’s sin is imputed to his descendants.
Jewett would not accept this approach because he says that Rom. 5:13 denies that Adam was
under law. In other words, the idea that there was no law from Adam to Moses places Adam in
the no law period. However, we think that since Moses is certainly part of a legal administration
then Adam (who is the other bookend here) is also under law. Thus, this interpretation (whatever
its other merits) cannot be refuted by suggesting that Adam was not under law. Thus, if Paul is
discussing all those from Adam to Moses, he is setting up the argument that since there was no
special law and sanction given under this period, people died because they were imputed with
Adam’s sin. Thus, on either of these two readings of Rom. 5:13-14 (all people between Adam
and Moses or infants primarily), Paul is seeking an explanation of how those people whose sins
are not imputed to them by law nonetheless die. The answer—Adam’s sin is legally imputed to
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them. In light of this, parallel to Adam, Christ (Rom. 5:15-19) imputes his righteousness to his
people in justification.
What does Jewett do with this discussion? Jewett sidesteps the issue. That is, he does not think
that Paul is dealing with the question of how sin is imputed to people. But how can he sidestep so
obvious an issue in Rom. 5:12-21 you ask? He does so by indicating that Paul’s point is how
Christ’s righteousness exceeds the sin of Adam. That is, Christ’s justification abounds (Rom.
5:15) and “reigns” supreme over death in Adam (Rom. 5: 17, 21). We agree with Jewett that this
is Paul’s ultimate purpose. And here we might note the discontinuity between Adam and Christ
indicated by the phrases, “but the free gift is not like the transgression” (5:15) and “the gift is not
like that which came through the one who sinned” (5:16). However, this discontinuity (in which
Christ’s justifying life reigns over Adam’s sin and death) is grounded in a continuity in which
Christ (as second Adam) is similar to the first Adam. And Paul implies and articulates this
continuity in Rom. 5:12-21 to address the discontinuity. The one cannot exist without the other.
Thus, if Rom. 5:12 deals with the imputation of Adam’s sin (credited to our account, to use the
language of Philemon 1:18), then Rom. 5:15-21 deals with the imputation of Christ’s
righteousness credited to our account. That is, it argues that Christ’s righteousness is imputed to
us.
Also, Rom. 5: 18, “through one act of righteousness there resulted justification of life to all
men”. Here it is Christ’s righteousness, not something else (like the believer’s faith) that “leads
to justification”; that is, Christ’s righteousness is the ground and cause of our justification. Thus,
it is Christ’s righteousness that strictly speaking is imputed to us. That is why Paul calls it the
“gift of righteousness” (Rom. 5:17). In the light of what we have seen in Rom. 5:12-14, we must
conclude that when Paul says in Rom. 5:19 “through the obedience of the One the many will be
made righteous”, he essentially means that through the obedience of the One the many will be
constituted righteous. That is, Christ’s righteousness will be imputed to them.
How does Jewett deal with these passages? As we have noted, he does not see that they involve
forensic imputation. But in addition to this, he restricts the righteousness of Christ spoken of here
to his final act of giving himself up on the cross. Thus, he does not think that Paul is speaking of
Christ’s whole life of obedience to the law, only his final act on the cross. To support this, Jewett
points to the comparison with Adam, in which only Adam’s first sin and fall is considered in the
death of his descendants. As only one sin brought death, so only one act (Christ giving himself
up on the cross) leads to life. However, as the churches of the Reformation (and the writers of its
confessions, e.g., the Westminster Confession) recognized, righteousness must here be used in
terms of its Old Testament background to describe the whole righteousness of a person; thus his
or her whole character and life. We believe this is further supported by the fact that nothing in
Christ’s life can be separated from his final act of giving himself up on the cross. As a founding
apostle of the Gentile churches, we have every reason to believe that Paul’s understanding of
Christ was similar to that written in the gospels. And they present Christ living a whole life of
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obedience whose final purpose involved his death and resurrection. Thus, his whole life was a
life unto death and resurrection. Therefore, Christ’s act of obedience involves his whole life of
obedience leading unto death. This was necessary for righteousness. On the other hand, the
introduction of sin into the world through Adam’s first sin was sufficient of itself to constitute
him a sinner and bring death into the world. It was not necessary that Adam continue to live on
so that this one act would be followed by many other personal transgressions. He was constituted
a sinner and given the sentence of death once this one sin was committed. Thus, his one sin
contained within itself all his following acts of transgression. The reverse is true for Christ, all
his preceding acts of righteousness are found in (and are culminated in) his final act of giving
himself up on the cross. And it was necessary that he must accomplish what Adam failed to
accomplish that this righteousness might reign over Adam’s death. Thus, some discontinuity
between Christ and Adam is necessary (in sin on the one hand and righteousness on the other) in
order to account for the very discontinuity that Jewett himself recognizes in Christ’s reign over
Adam’s sin and death (though he wrongly uses this issue of discontinuity to avoid the issue of
imputation). Unfortunately, Jewett only emphasizes the discontinuity between Adam and Christ
to avoid dealing with the issue of imputation and then appeals to the continuity to argue that only
Christ’s act of obedience on the cross was significant for justification.
In addition, Christ’s righteousness cannot be separated from the righteousness declared to be his
in his resurrection. For Paul has already referred to this at the end of Rom. 4. And he implies it
by the life (i.e., resurrection life) that results from righteousness (Rom. 5: 17, 18, 21). It is this
righteousness of Christ that is imputed to believers. As Paul says in Rom. 10:4, “For Christ is . . .
for righteousness to everyone who believes.”
If the Reformation was correct in its doctrine of justification, how can we do justice to the
historical and social elements that Jewett points out in the text, especially in Rom. 3-4? How
does Paul’s doctrine of justification itself argue for no distinction between Jew and Greek? Paul
certainly allowed that David was justified (Rom. 4:6-8), but there was a distinction between Jew
and Gentile in his day. Resident aliens in Israel could enjoy the worship of Israel’s God. But only
the Israelites had full participation in the covenant blessings of God. So why does Paul’s
teaching of justification imply no distinction between Jew and Gentile? How can something that
existed in the past and allowed a distinction then, now (of itself) bring no distinction between
Jew and Gentile? In other words, how can Paul imply that justification now implies that God is
equally the God of Jews and Gentiles (Rom. 3:28-29)? Our suggestion is that with Christ’s death
and resurrection the justification of God’s people has been more fully manifested (Rom. 3:21;
16:25-26). This greater manifestation of justification results in the equal union of Jew and
Gentile in Christ. This greater manifestation of justification is seen by comparison to the Mosaic
covenant in which the curses of that covenant were externally manifested upon the visible church
of Israel, especially in her exile. The Old Testament prophets then foretold a day in which this
manifestation of curse would be reversed eternally (eschatologically) with a greater
manifestation of God’s righteousness, forgiveness and justifying grace. Thus, unlike Israel in
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exile, his people would never be cast out from any arena that was considered their inheritance in
God. This would then manifest God’s own power and righteousness in judging sin and saving his
people as he promised. This has now arrived in Christ’s death and justifying resurrection. Those
who are united to him now do not receive a greater imputation of Christ’s righteousness, i.e.,
greater than that of the saints of the old covenant. Instead, that imputed righteousness (that is
equally perfect in all periods of redemptive history) is now more fully manifested. This
manifestation is a foretaste of the final eschatological judgment in which the justification of
God’s people and God’s own righteousness will be more completely and gloriously revealed.
Thus, the present manifestation of God’s righteousness imputed to his people may rightly be
called semi-eschatological justification.
We conclude the consideration of Rom. 5 with a few desultory comments on Jewett’s
commentary. We believe his treatment of the love of God (e.g., Rom. 5:5) is generally a good
one. Unfortunately, his use of word studies runs amuck on “weak” (Rom. 5:6), causing him to
excise it from the text. He cannot imagine that Paul would describe the Christian’s preconversion state with a word he later uses to describe one of the parties in Rom. 14:1-2. This
would seem to prejudice the word and thus the group described as weak in Rom. 14. Once again,
this simply shows how much Jewett’s eye on Rom. 14 controls his understanding of Romans.
Romans 6
Jewett interestingly suggests that there is military background in statements like “and having
been freed from sin, you became slaves of righteousness” (Rom. 6:18) and “but now having been
freed from sin and enslaved to God, you derive your benefit” (Rom. 6:22). He appeals to writers
such as Herodotus to show that enslavement often took place in a military context in which one
could be freed from one form of slavery and put in subjection to another form of slavery. This is
an example of one of those small but stimulating considerations that Jewett sometimes sprinkles
in his commentary. It may suggest further reflection in a context in which Paul is talking about
not letting sin “reign” over you (reflecting back on the reigns of death versus righteousness,
Rom. 5:17, 21), using one’s members as weapons (Rom. 6:13). Romans 6:13 twice uses the same
Greek word for weapons that Paul had used in 2 Cor. 10:4, stating “for the weapons of our
warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful for the destruction of fortresses”. And earlier
in that letter (2 Cor. 6:7), he had called these “weapons of righteousness” as he later does in
Rom. 6:13.
Romans 7
Jewett takes the view that Romans 7:7-14 is about Paul as a Pharisee prior to his conversion. He
does not think that the struggle represents Saul the Pharisee’s own assessment of himself.
Instead, Romans 7 is Paul as a Christian now reflecting back on his pre-Christian state as a
Pharisee, uncovering what was really going on in him at that time, though he was not aware of it
at that moment.
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We do not think this view can account for all the evidence. For instance, the speaker in verse 22
states that “I joyfully concur with the law of God in the inner man.” This can only be truly said
by a saint and Paul was not even a saint by Old Testament standards prior to his conversion.
Jewett claims that this represents Paul’s position as a Pharisee. He loved the law of God and tried
to carry it out, yet he failed. However, we believe the language is too strong to allow a simple
surface concern for the law. It represents a renewed heart that loved the law. The language of the
inner man represents the true inward state of the person in Paul. In this way, Paul distinguishes
the inner and outer man in 2 Cor. 4:16: “Though our outer man is decaying, yet our inner man is
being renewed day by day.” This distinction between inner and outer man is a description of the
human constitution per se and it takes on special application for the Christian, whose inner man
is renewed by the Spirit while his outer bodily existence is wasting away.
Therefore, it is our view that Paul is speaking about a person indwelt by the Holy Spirit, who
genuinely rejoices in the law of God. This cannot be said of Paul the Pharisee. Perhaps Jewett’s
semi-Pelagian view of the pre-converted sinner makes this difficult for him to see. For on this
view, fallen humans are still capable of truly loving God’s word in some measure.
We, on the other hand, believe Paul is speaking about Old Testament saints specifically. The
Psalmists of the Old Testament voice their love for the law of God. At the same time, this view
allows for the elements of redemptive-historical transition in Rom. 7:5-6 and 8:1. Space does not
allow for a full exposition of this passage. Nonetheless, we point to several elements that point in
this direction. First, Romans 7:5 is parallel in numerous ways to Rom. 7:7-25 and Rom. 7:6 sets
us up for Rom. 8:1ff. The “but now” of Rom. 7:6 and 8:1 is perhaps the most obvious element
here. This language is used in Rom. 3:21 to introduce a historical transition in redemptive
history. Thus, we suggest it is also used in this way in Rom. 7:6 and 8:1. Rom. 7:6 also sets up a
historical contrast saying, “so that we serve in newness of the Spirit and not in oldness of the
letter”. This reminds us of the relative contrast between the Mosaic covenant and the new
covenant in 2 Cor. 3:5-6: “God, who also made us adequate as servants of a new covenant, not
of the letter but of the Spirit.” That Paul is dealing with a relative historical contrast between
the old and new covenants is evident when he states, “how will the ministry of the Spirit fail to
be even more with glory? For if the ministry of condemnation has glory, much more does the
ministry of righteousness abound in glory . . . For if that which fades away was with glory, much
more that which remains is in glory.” The language of “much more” is that of a relative (not
absolute) contrast between two administrations of God’s grace in the history of redemption. The
new abounds in that which was already found in the old. Going back to Rom. 7, we have reason
to see the language in Rom. 7:6 in the same way. “Newness of the Spirit and not in oldness of the
letter” represents a relative contrast between two eras in history. And its connection to Rom.
8:1ff is further confirmed by its emphasis on the administration of the Spirit (Rom. 7:6), which is
not mentioned again until Rom. 8:2. However, after Rom. 8:2 it is a recurrent theme (Rom. 8: 46, 9, 11, 13-16). This suggests that Paul is referring here to the Spirit insofar as he is poured out
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in greater abundance at Pentecost. Thus, he is alluding to the semi-eschatological gift of the
Spirit.
Romans 7:5 is then seen to connect with Rom. 7:7-25 in its themes of sin (Rom. 7:17, 20, 23,
25), in the members of our body (Rom. 7:23-24), to bear fruit to death (Rom. 7:24). It is this law
of sin and death that is reversed in Rom. 8:2. “The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set
you free from the law of sin and of death.”
If Rom. 7:5-6 represents a relative contrast between the old and new eras in redemptive history,
then Paul’s allusions to the old covenant (in which God was married to his people) versus the
new (Rom. 7:1-4) are another indication that Paul believes that the relationship between these
two covenants in this context is relative and not absolute. This is reinforced by Rom. 7:22. This
old covenant context suggests that the inner love for the law of God in Rom. 7:22 is an
administration of the old covenant. This implies that the old covenant which administers this
inner love is a covenant of grace. Thus, Paul is contrasting two covenant administrations of
covenant grace which further implies that the contrast between them is a relative one.
There are two other elements that stand out in support of this view. Jewett seems to agree with us
on these minor points though he holds to a different position overall. First, the present tense in
verses 14-25 does not argue for the view that Paul focuses on present Christians. For Rom. 7:725 is structured in terms of two rhetorical questions (vv. 7 and 13) which are both in the past
tense. Thus, while vv. 14-25 uses present tense verbs, they are used as an answer to a rhetorical
question in the past tense (v. 13). The point here is not that the past tense verbs of verse 13 of
themselves argue that this situation took place in the old covenant (in the past). Instead, it simply
points out that the present tense of itself cannot be used to argue that Paul focuses on the present
(new covenant) situation of Christians. The present tense of the verbs (vv. 14-25) articulates a
situation that can just as easily be described in the past tense. Or to put it another way, the time
of verse 13 (whatever that may be) governs the time of vv. 14-25. Jewett would agree with this
particular assessment insofar as he disagrees with James Dunn, who (following Augustine and
the Reformers) interprets the struggle of Rom. 7 as that of a present day Christian. (For a
discussion of passages in Paul relating to the present struggle of Christians, see Herman
Ridderbos, Paul, pp. 255-56.)
Finally, Jewett rightly points out that Rom. 7:14 uses a word for “sold” that was used to describe
the selling of slaves. In other words, we might say that the NASB translates Rom. 7:14 correctly
when it states, “I am of flesh, sold into bondage to sin.” But Paul nowhere else describes new
covenant Christians as those under bondage to sin, either here in Romans or elsewhere. On the
other hand, he does describe old covenant saints as those under bondage to the elementary
principles of this world (Gal. 4:3). In this context, those being described are children of God
(Gal. 4:1), who are simultaneously slaves. This describes the old covenant saints who owned all
things, but awaited their future redemption according to the date (the fullness of the times) set by
their father. Thus, that administration of the law under which they lived was servile compared to
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the greater administration of grace given with the fullness of the times. Paul’s depiction of the
people in Rom. 7:14 and 22 is similar to Gal. 4:1-3 insofar as both describe people who are
simultaneously children, delighting in God’s law and at the same time under bondage. By
comparison to the greater age of liberty in the new era, the bondage of the former administration
is seen to lead to sin and death.
The above exegetical considerations seem to indicate that the “I” of Rom. 7:14-25 does not
directly refer to Paul himself. This may make sense within the rhetorical convention of speech in
context, articulated by Stanley Stowers and alluded to by Jewett. According to this convention, a
writer can place words into the mouth of another in the first person, sometimes to dramatize the
pathos of the subject matter. The speaker may include others with himself in this “I” or use it
purely to express the thoughts and feelings of another. Paul uses it in the first way where he
includes others with himself in Gal. 2:19-20. And the context suggests that he uses it here with
reference to Israel in Rom. 7:14-25.
Jewett rejects the view (which we have articulated) that Israel is here described. (We have
qualified this as righteous Israel.) We do not believe his reasons are sufficient. Jewett says it is
very unlikely that the “I” of Rom. 7:14-25 refers to the people of Israel because this would be to
impose an introspective consciousness on first century Judaism. But first century Judaism does
not show a tendency in this direction. We note here the influence of Krister Stendahl and his
assumption that an introspective consciousness is associated with the west. For Jewett, this
would seem to mean ’not Israel’. But this is not completely fair because Jewett is willing to find
this introspective conscious in the zealot Paul. Still, we think Jewett’s dismissal of Israel here is
too hasty. Just because such an introspective conscious is not representative of first century
Judaism, why can it not represent the righteous of the Old Testament era (primarily found in
earlier Judaism)? For instance, the language of 7:22, “joyfully concur with the law of God” is
something we find in the Psalmists. And their awareness and confession of sin is also well
known. Thus, they loved the law, but found sin in themselves. Loving the law, they must have
hated this sin. As a result, can we not assume that they struggled against the sin within
themselves? And yet they lost this battle frequently enough to confess their sins. Is this not
Romans 7:14-25? To cap it off, the person in Rom. 7:14-25 calls himself or herself “wretched”
(7:24). Jewett notes some interesting parallels to this language in the ancient world. We add to
this that in the ancient world people often referred to themselves as wretched when they were
cursed and cast off from their homeland. (For example, see the Trojan women in Euripides’s
play The Trojan Women.) And one may consider here some of Jewett’s own allusions to honor
and shame in the Greco-Roman world. Israel was wretched in the same way when she went into
exile. Thus, the final result of life under the administration of the law was the administration of
death in exile, and this in spite of the life and salvation that the Mosaic covenant administered.
This position represents other exegetical advantages over Jewett’s view that Paul is describing
himself as a Pharisee. As we have noted, “but now” in Rom. 8:1 (like Rom. 3:21) represents a
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redemptive-historical “now”. That is, it reveals a transition from the former era of redemption to
the new era with the death and resurrection of Christ. It thereby represents a historical transition
in the administration of God’s grace. And thus it applies to all God’s covenant people to whom
this grace was administered. Individuals (as members of that body) also experienced this shift in
their own lives. But this shift does not simply represent the shift in one individual’s life (such as
a Zealot), as if Paul was saying nothing about a transition in redemptive history. Instead, he is
reflecting back on the previous administration of God’s grace to all his covenant people, and
those people in the former era were the righteous of Israel. Once again, since it focuses on the
shift for the righteous in Israel, Paul prior to his conversion, is excluded as an unrighteous
persecutor of the church.
Jewett may also reveal one of the weaknesses of his own view when he says that Rom. 8:1 or 2
goes back to the discussion of Rom. 7:1-6, which Paul had presumably left aside momentarily. If
Jewett is saying that 8:1 picks up what we found in 7:6, we agree. But if he is suggesting that
even 7:1-5 was left off by Paul in 7:7-25, we cannot concur. That this is Jewett’s meaning may
be indicated by that fact that his view of Paul’s previous life in Judaism does not fit well with
7:1-5. In other words, the covenant marriage language in Rom. 7:1-5 in its inward sense cannot
justly be applied to the unrighteous Paul. So he must put aside the subject matter of these verses
while he describes his pre-conversion state in Rom. 7:7-25 (on Jewett’s view). If this is Jewett’s
intention (and this remains questionable) then it reveals a weakness in his exegesis. It is far more
likely to see Rom. 7:7-25 developing 7:1-5, especially that side of the matter articulated in verse
5. And we think this supports our view that Paul is here speaking of Israel’s Old Testament
saints.
Romans 8
Jewett’s suggestions on Rom. 8 are a mixed bag. We believe some of his better insights are those
at the end of this chapter. Some of the others are problematic. First among the latter is a
comment he makes on Rom. 8:1. Here he thinks Paul may overstate the matter when he says that
there is “no condemnation” for those in Christ Jesus. For, says Jewett, Paul still looks ahead to a
future judgment for Christians in the future (Rom. 2:6-13; 1 Cor. 3:12-17) . As a result, Jewett
believes that Paul has not worked out a consistent relationship between justification and the
future judgment.
Here we cannot agree. There is a difference between someone being judged (which may result in
their vindication or condemnation) and someone being condemned in the judgment. Paul has
stated that Christians are no longer under condemnation. As a result, they will not be condemned
in the future judgment. Instead, they will be vindicated. That is, the justification that is theirs in
this life will be fully manifested at the future judgment.
Further, this claim that there is no condemnation to those in Christ results from the redemptivehistorical transition of “now” (Rom. 8:1) that separates Rom. 7:14-25 from Rom. 8). Paul is
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implying that the manifestation of the curse that appeared to be on Israel is now reversed. It has
now been reversed by a greater manifestation—the present manifestation of God’s justification
of his people. This greater manifestation of “no condemnation” does not imply that the saints of
the Old Testament were truly under condemnation. It is just that this true justification is now
more fully manifested. This is also the way to look at the relationship between our present
justification and its even fuller future manifestation at the final judgment.
Thus (in response to Jewett), there is no need to posit a difference in kind between our present
justification and the future judgment of the saints, in which our present justification will be more
fully manifested. Jewett may not explicitly posit such a difference in kind. However, only if we
need to posit such a difference is there a tension between our present justification and the future
judgment. If there is no difference in kind, there is no tension between the two. The only
difference is that our present justification involves the initial act of justification whereas the
future is only the manifestation of that same justification. But the essential nature of both is the
same—the perfect imputed righteousness of Christ.
The Christian’s present state of no condemnation will be the ground of God’s future judgment of
them all. It will be the basis on which he declares them to be just. Thus, Paul is not overstating
the case when he states they are in no way condemned. If this were an overstatement, then there
would be no ground on which God would judge them acceptable at the final judgment.
As far as the judgment according to works at the last day (Rom. 2:6-8), for Paul these works
cannot be acceptable to God unless they are justified before God’s throne. And that requires the
prior imputation of Christ’s righteousness. This can be seen from the fact that (in Romans) what
lies behind the rewards of truth, righteousness, glory, honor and immortality is the work of Christ
who brings the truth of God (Rom. 15:9), righteousness (Rom. 3-6), and glory (Rom. 8). Thus,
his mercy through what he does, brings and embodies is the basis of the saint’s having works
acceptable to God (Rom. 12:1).
Jewett also takes a restitutional view of Rom. 8:18-22. That is, he believes that the new creation
will simply be a return to the Garden of Eden, but now in a cosmic way. Thus, he does not
envision a new creation whose very nature transcends the present creation. We have dealt with
this issue sufficiently in a previous review of N. T. Wright, who holds a similar position [see
Kerux: NWTS 25/3 (December 2010) 38-43]. Thus, we will move on briefly. Needless to say, we
believe this is a mistaken notion of eschatology in an apostle who says, “Eye has not seen and
ear has not heard . . . all that God has prepared for those who love him” (1 Cor. 2:9). And it does
not allow for a true semi-realized aspect of this eschatology in the present time. For if the final
eschatological state does not transcend the present creation, how was it able to be semi-realized
since the resurrection of Christ? For it had to have a nature that allowed it to exist alongside of
this present suffering world? A nature that transcends this cosmos would allow that. This semieschatological realization of the new creation is necessary to do justice to Paul’s semi40

eschatological view of justification, apart from which the apostle would not say with the same
strength of conviction, “I am not ashamed of the gospel”.
In spite of these significant reservations, we believe Jewett has some useful comments on Rom.
8. He points out that verses 4-15 deal with the corporate obedience of the church, not simply
with the obedience of individuals. In this way, he once again suggests this prepares us for Rom.
14. We think this is salient and prepares us to ponder Jewett’s added suggestion that such a life
in the Spirit is a recognition that those in the church should not seek their honor (as opposed to
shame) through competition with one another. We might suggest in relation to this that the “no
condemnation” of Rom. 8:1 (semi-eschatological justification) is the basis of the saints’s fuller
endowment with the Spirit. And this semi-eschatological justification implies that the saints are
not put to shame. Thus, the reversal of their shame is found in Christ’s justification, more fully
manifested now. They need not seek the reversal of their shame by the attainment of special
honor in the community. Since this is true for them and all the saints who possess this honor in
Christ, they should treat one another as those raised from the dead in the Spirit. How central
these considerations are in Rom. 8 itself may be debated, but the overall salience of these points
deserve further reflection.
Jewett has some useful reflections on Rom. 8:33ff. Among other things, he rightly notes that the
catalogue of sufferings in Rom. 8:35 reminds us of the curses of the covenant in Deuteronomy. If
this is the case, why does Jewett not recognize the judicial nature of justification in which
justification (Rom. 8: 33-34) is the opposite of condemnation (seen as curse)? This would open
him up for two possibilities (that in our view are more than possibilities), the first being that the
Reformation was correct in describing justification as a forensic act. Secondly, since Jewett
recognizes the connection between the condemnation of Rom. 8:33 and 8:1, he might be open to
another possibility—that the manifestation of justification in this period of the history of
redemption is in relative contrast to the former era under the law. That is, Jewett recognizes that
the sufferings of Rom. 8:35 (which were Deuteronomic curses) are not a curse to Paul and the
church. We encourage Jewett and his readers to consider the implications of these insights. The
situation of Paul and the church is in relative contrast to the administration of the law, in which
these sufferings in some measure separated God’s people from his covenant blessings. We might
say that in Israel, they reminded one that the curse was yet to be borne by Christ. But that is no
longer the case since Christ’s historical death and resurrection (Rom. 8:34). This represents the
fuller manifestation of justification in the present era. And in our view, this theme in Rom. 8
reinforces the idea that Paul is addressing the saints of the old covenant in Rom. 7. The “no
condemnation” of Rom. 8:1 is in partial contrast to Rom. 7:7-25. That “no condemnation”
implies we are no longer under the display of God’s curse found in the old covenant (Rom.
8:35). Thus, that which precedes Rom. 8:1 involves that display of God’s curse in the wretched
state of exile and death (Rom. 7:24).
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Conclusion
The reviewer is grateful for the extensive research and work that Jewett has put into this volume.
The historical and cultural material on the tenement apartments in Rome and the other extensive
background material in the introduction is especially helpful. Jewett’s thesis that Paul is
concerned with conflict in the Roman church is by no means a universal conviction among
scholars, but Jewett has provided us with some insights of how the letter might be read if this is
true, even to a small extent. The structural suggestions at the beginning of each pericope are well
thought out and worth the careful consideration of the interpreter. Unfortunately, those using this
commentary (like most critical commentaries) will have to do more of their own theological
reflection. While Jewett does not buy into every argument of the Sanders, Dunn and Wright
guild, he does follow many of their assumptions. This can be seen in his treatment of justification
and his primarily horizontal approach to the text. As a result, the centrality of Christ and his
justifying life loses its heavenly and eschatological character. He also fails to see how Paul
makes a relative contrast between the former administration of the law and that of his gospel to
the nations. We think that if he were to reflect on these elements, he would be able to see Paul’s
semi-eschatological approach, which allows Paul to see a greater union in the church between
Jew and Gentile alike (horizontal) in light of the fuller heavenly manifestation of God’s
declaration of justification in Christ (vertical). This manifestation has revealed more fully the
justice of God in saving his people. Thereby, God has reversed the idolatry of Rom. 1:18-32 and
brought praise to his just and powerful name among all nations (Rom. 15:9 with 9:17; 1:16-17).
May the church continue to sing praise to his name, in joy and exaltation in Christ Jesus—and so
may the nations come and stream to the house of God.
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Bernardinis de Moor, Continuous Commentary on Johannes Marckius’ Didactico-Elenctic
Compendium of Christian Theology. Volume 1: Concerning the Word and Definition of
Theology. Translated by Steven Dilday. Culpepper, VA: L & G Reformation Translation Center,
2014. 264pp. Cloth. ISBN: 978-1-936473-07-6. $29.95.
Before embarking on the story of de Moor and his esteemed mentor, Johannes Marckius (or à
Marck), I begin with another narrative, tangential but derivative from the current volume under
review.
In 1794, the first Reformed and Presbyterian theological seminary west of the Allegheny
Mountains was established in Beaver County (the county of my up-bringing), Pennsylvania at
Service Creek (just north of the intersection of US Route 30 and PA State Route 18). An
appropriate inscription still marks the site of this historic institution. Service Seminary was the
sole responsibility of the Rev. John Anderson (1748-1830) who had migrated from the church of
the Scottish Secession—the 1733 break-away of the Associate Presbytery from the Church of
Scotland. The Associate Synod of Scotland (or Associate Presbyterian Church—AP) dispatched
Anderson to Philadelphia in 1784 in response to appeals from the recently formed Associate
Synod of Pennsylvania (1782) for missionary pastors from old world Seceder flocks in the new
world. The Associate Synod of Pennsylvania had been formed as a result of the union between
the Reformed Presbyterian Church (RP) and the Associate Presbyterian churches in 1782—a
union which resulted in the birth of the Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church (ARP). Two
ministers and three ruling elders of the AP body had declined the merger and chose to continue
the testimony of the AP Synod. Hence, what had been planned as uniting two similar churches
into one resulted in the formation of three churches (a small remnant of the RP group also
declined the merger and became the mother body of the current Reformed Presbyterian Church
of North America [RPCNA] or Covenanter denomination).
In short, AP + RP = ARP (1792), while dissenting AP and RP bodies survived. The former
eventually joined with the ARP in 1858 to form the United Presbyterian Church of North
America (AP + ARP + UPCNA)—the church in which I was baptized and nurtured by my
Christian parents. To complete this account of the denominational formulas, the UPCNA united
with the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America [PCUSA] in 1958 to become the
United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America [UPCNA + PCUSA = UPCUSA].
To this body was added the Presbyterian Church in the United States [PCUS or so-called
Southern Presbyterian Church arising from the 1861 Civil War in America] in 1983—UPCUSA
+ PCUS = PC(USA) or Presbyterian Church (United States of America). Back to John Anderson.
Anderson itinerated in the Philadelphia area for several years and was eventually called to pastor
the AP congregations at Mill Creek (Service Creek, PA) and Harmon’s Creek (Frankfort
Springs, PA) in 1792. He would remain pastor of these congregations until his death in 1830.
However, in 1794 to his preaching and pastoral duties was added the role of seminary professor
and trainer of pastors for the AP Synod. He was chosen probably on account of his theological
knowledge and skill in teaching; the remote location (far western edge of the frontier) was
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certainly not an advantage though some historians have suggested the denomination was
“looking westward” in locating its theological seminary. A two-story log cabin was built near
Anderson’s manse residence. It consisted of a lecture room (or “recitation hall”), library and
dormitory. The library which was gathered consisted of more than 800 volumes—quite
impressive for a new-born institution on the western frontier of America. Anderson taught the
entire curriculum alone: Greek and Hebrew, systematic theology together with lectures on the
Westminster Shorter Catechism, rounded off by sermon preparation and delivery classes.
Recitation or classroom work was scheduled four hours/day four days/week. Furthermore,
students accompanied Anderson on his pastoral visits and worshipped with the congregations on
the Lord’s day.
The students lived in the dormitory for which they were charged room and board (there was no
tuition charge because Anderson had his salary from his congregations). These living costs were
defrayed by gifts gathered from the denomination’s American and Scottish congregations. The
student body was never large—nine students at the most with the average enrollment about five
or six. Anderson would resign as seminary professor for health reasons in 1819 and the seminary
closed. It has virtually disappeared from the memory of the churches which have descended from
it. Only the stone inscription attests its reality in that once remote Western Pennsylvania location.
It reads: “Site of the Service Theological Seminary of the Associate Presbyterian Church, the
second Divinity School in America. In a log building erected here, the first session was held
during the winter of 1794-95, the Rev. John Anderson, D.D., being the sole instructor …”
One year after Anderson’s resignation, the AP Synod launched a new seminary at Canonsburg,
PA under the direction of Dr. James Ramsey (1771-1855). This school would be moved to
Xenia, OH in 1855; from there to St. Louis, MO in 1920 and thence to Pittsburgh, PA in 1930
where it became Pittsburgh-Xenia Theological Seminary—one ancestral arm of the current
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary formed in 1958 with the merger of the UPCNA and the
PCUSA. This merger also combined the two Pittsburgh Presbyterian theological seminaries,
Western Theological Seminary of the PCUSA (where B. B. Warfield taught before moving to
Princeton) and Pitt-Xenia.1
What does this narrative digression have to do with à Marck and de Moor? à Marck was the
‘text-book’ which Anderson used in systematic theology instruction—i.e., his Compendium
theologiae Christianae didactio-elenchticum (1722) and his Christianae theologiae medulla
(1742). The English translation of de Moor provides the modern scholar and student with access
to à Marck’s compendious system anchored in classic Reformed scholasticism. For this reviewer,
it also rekindles sentiments associated with his childhood, his theological alma mater (Dr. John
H. Gerstner was the man who keep him sane in that radical 60s theological environment, thanks
1
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be to God) and the denomination of his ordination and early theological formation (though that
denomination was far removed from the orthodoxy of à Marck and Anderson). It also places à
Marck alongside Francis Turretin whom this reviewer and NWTS greatly esteem—de Moor calls
the great Genevan “Most Illustrious” (77).
Bernardinus de Moor (1709-1780) was a student, disciple and successor to Johannes à Marck
(1689-1731). His commentary in seven Latin volumes is a review of his mentor’s Compendium
or summary of dogmatic and systematic theology at the climax of its maturity. The translator has
chosen to render this particular work into English in order to acquaint the reader with the
precisely developed and richly matured version of scholastic Calvinism which follows the
‘Golden Age’ of Reformed Scholasticism (17th century Puritanism and continental Calvinism).
Thus, “a System written relatively late in the period of Reformed Orthodoxy, that surveyed and
summarized the preceding systems” (11). à Marck had asked de Moor to further his work after
his own death in the work now appearing in English, thanks to Dr. Dilday. All that is lacking
from this massive compilation is the element of praxis or “Practical Uses” of the expounded
doctrine. This gap was filled especially by two Durch contributions: Andreas Essenius (16181677), Compendium Theologiae Dogmaticae (1669) and Peter van Mastricht (1631-1706),
Theoretico-practica theologia (1682-87). Van Mastricht’s magisterial work is currently being
translated into English by the Dutch Reformed Translation Society.
Our translator has obliged our ignorance with numerous footnotes identifying names, providing
titles of noteworthy works and explaining obscure references. He provides a short preface
introducing the work with its historical context and significance (9-12). He then provides a
readable translation (in somewhat literal fashion so as to preserve the force of the original) in an
attractive font. The volume contains a name index at the conclusion (though my copy
unfortunately had the final two pages of that index inserted before the back board via
photocopy—likely a glitch in assembling the final galley for binding). This volume claims to be
the forerunner of the entire seven-volume set. We look forward to the ensuing translations, d.v.
Our translator whets our appetite for what remains. He provides de Moor’s outline of the entire
work (33-37). We observe that this is an exposition of historic orthodox Calvinism in the best
tradition of elenctic theology, i.e., orthodox Reformed systematic theology engaged with its
antitheses—Roman Catholicism, Lutheranism, Socinianism, Arminianism, Amyraldianism,
Islam, Judaism, etc. The first volume contains a thorough exposition of the definition and task of
theology (systematic theology). Featured are distinctions between natural and inscripturated
theology; true and false theology; noëtic and dianoëtic doctrine (208-214); and the principium of
revealed theology (which is the inspired Word of God) (247ff.). An outline of the entire first
volume is found on pages 41-44.
A quibble or two. Our translator uses the archaic word “promoving” (24) when “promoting” or
“advancing” would have been preferable. He also lists the Reformed scholastic works which “it
seems desirable to render . . . into English” (11). He then notes that “Calvin, Turretin and Witsius
are available”, but that Mastricht, Pictet and Markius are “locked up in the Latin tongue”. The
incipient remedy for Marckius is before us; Mastricht is in preparation (see above); but Benedict
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Pictet (1655-1724) is also available in English—a work heavily dependent on Turretin, whose
funeral eulogy he delivered on Nov. 3, 1687 (David Lillegard, trans., “Funeral Oration of
Benedict Pictet concerning the Life and Death of Francis Turretin,” in James T. Dennison, Jr.,
ed., Francis Turretin, Institutes of Elenctic Theology, 3:659-76). Pictet’s Theologia Christiana
(1696) or Christian Theology was translated by Frederick Reyroux in the 19th century and
published by the Presbyterian Board of Publication (no exact date of publication is found in the
copy on my shelf).
—James T. Dennison, Jr.
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